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“I have had the pleasure of working directly with Else and
have seen her work her magic on clients and associates

literally within minutes of laying her hands on them. It is
remarkable to see first-hand! Although I am lucky enough

to be pain-free and so have not had to use her services, I
have seen time and time again her commitment and passion

in solving people’s chronic pain and am glad to see that she

is bringing out this book to let more people know that there
is a potential solution.”

Callum Laing, CEO Entrevo Asia
“If you have ever lived with chronic/long-term pain or know

a family member or friend who has, this book is a must read
that will give you hope. Else brings passion, care and a positive can do attitude to everyone she deals with and you want

her on your side through the healing process. The stories are
compelling and will make you believe there are alternative
treatments that will deliver a solution.”

Anthony Tottman, Managing Director,
Fitness First Singapore

“Else has written a book that is so inspiring that there is

hope no matter what your situation. The book fills you with
the knowledge that Else has a treatment and a solution to

any issue. If you want to know more about Else’s treatment,
then this book goes into detail about individual cases and

strategies. The target of the cases is to cover multiple areas of

pain and to provide insights in order to come out pain free

at the end of the treatment. The book also shows the delicate
work that Else does in manipulating muscles and turning

muscles on and off. Else also provides simple intuitive recommendations mid-session for personal self-help.

“For each encounter in the book, you will be able to think of

someone that you know that can benefit from her professional

expertise. I can’t recommend Else’s treatments more highly

and as a therapist myself I will always be recommending her
– not only her services to my clients, but to read this book

if they have ongoing pain issues that they cannot resolve.
It gives you an extraordinary insight into her amazing and

unique expertise and shows how Else works from the heart.
Else’s thirty years of experience really shines out in this read.
If you are considering engaging Else’s services and need
reassurance then this book is a must read.”

Tania Schnuppe, Blink Certified Coach,
Health Adviser and Hypnotherapist

“I am so thrilled that Else is now sharing in public some of
the miracles she has performed. Pain Free is clearly written

and like her treatments there is no time wasted on self-ag-

grandisement or flowery nonsense. The scope of problems

she shares here is an indication of her understanding of how
our physical and emotional systems need to work together in

harmony. Her treatments remind me of my mother teaching
me to ride a bike. She listens, holds emotionally, makes

minor adjustments physically, then steps back to allow
each individual to ride the release with their own ability. I

hope that this book will encourage more people to embark

on the journey of body-balancing adjustments, and tender
self-care.”

Ceri Wolf,Product Manager,

Zenxin Agri-Organic Food Pte Ltd
“The case studies in this book offer an insight into a truly
revolutionary style of care. As a wellness professional, often

confronted with clients’ chronic pain issues, I have the
utmost respect for Else and her treatment protocol. This

book is a work that illustrates the magic of her combined

therapy training and personal intuition. Fascinating and
inspirational!”

Roz Alexander, Certified personal trainer, nutrition

coach & international figure athlete, BeachFit
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Dedication
This book is dedicated to the strongest, most determined
people I know: my clients who have fought the battle to
reclaim their health.
To the busy executive, husband and father who had suffered
for more than twenty years with chronic migraine, taking
weekly, and sometimes daily, strong medication until he
sought an alternative route out of the debilitating illness.
To the mother who scoured the Internet to help her twelveyear-old son find a solution for his constant headache and
chronic pain.
To the conventional businessman who dared to seek complementary treatment to overcome long-lasting shoulder
and neck problems.
To the overseas families who have called for appointments,
trying to find alternative solutions for their children’s unresolved pain issues.
To the usually uncompromising men who have opened up
and shared their sufferings with me.
To every person who has trusted me in a time of despair and
been determined to seeking a joyful and pain free life.
This book is a tribute to all of you. I am so grateful to have
been a part of your healing process.

FOREWORD
Else is rare.
And that’s true in so many ways.
It all comes about from Else being (unwittingly, I might
add) what Sir Clive Woodward refers to as ‘a sponge’. And
he does that in the most complimentary of ways!

The award-winning English Rugby Coach and Olympic

Team Leader always makes the point that talent is simply
the starting point. ‘Whether you grow and do great things
depends on whether you have the capacity to absorb and use

new ideas or whether you stop learning believing your talent
is enough,’ he says.

‘You’re either a solid, impenetrable rock… or you’re a sponge

that just can’t wait to continually take new things on board…
to soak up new ideas constantly.’

Else could choose to be a rock. After all, she has a rare gift:
the gift of making people pain-free after years of debilitating suffering.

But she chooses to be a sponge — to be continually learning.
I’ve been enormously privileged to be part of that process.

And so I’ve seen a side of Else that many might not see.
They see the rock — confident in her ability to heal people

in a relative instant of time. But I see the sponge as well —

not necessarily confident to be able to tell others about the
gift she has and the truly amazing outcomes she brings to
people.

And that’s partly because, of course, the most difficult thing
for us all to do is to talk about ourselves without seeming
arrogant.

And that’s why this book is rare too.
Here Else shares with us some truly remarkable stories —

stories of people who now live full, complete optimised
lives as opposed to living very much sub-optimally. Some
so below par that they must surely have been thinking of
ending it all.

And those now fully expressed lives came about because of a
moment in time when they met the woman with a rare and
remarkable gift: Else Strom Vistisen.

You’re about to meet her too, via this book.
It’s a book that lets you know that amazing things really are

possible. It’s a book that lets you know there is always hope.
It’s a book that lets you know a fully functional life is possible and not one racked with pain or filled with medication.

This is a joyful look at wonderful things through the eyes
of a wonderful and beautifully humble person, Else Strom
Vistisen.

I know you’ll enjoy the journey she’s about to take you on.
Paul Dunn,

Chairman, Buy1GIVE1 (B1G1)
www.b1g1.com

INTRODUCTION
I have written this book to share with you, my readers, a
new therapy approach to help alleviate and heal acute and

chronic pain issues to transform your health and return you
to your best.

Pain-Free contains true case studies from nineteen of my
clients, all of whom have consulted me for different reasons

and with different problems. It features female and male

clients aged from seven to fifty-five years, with acute and
chronic symptoms in different parts of the body. By reading about this range of experience, I hope that you will be
inspired to seek help and start to believe that there is hope
for a potential solution.

In Part One you will read about a male client with severe
headache was, after only five treatments, able to discontinue

twenty years of strong medication and got back to living a

joyful and pain-free life. In Part Three, I explain how a tenyear-old shoulder injury with remarkable and noticeable
1
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atrophy and limited mobility was treated with a few gentle

touches on a particular point around the shoulder region,
resulting in instant relief of joint mobility within just five

minutes. Part Nine describes how a long-lasting tenosy-

novitis of the foot tendon was healed without the use of
anti-inflammatory drugs within just three sessions.

While there are plenty of books on how to treat physical
pain and discomfort the traditional way, with the use of

drugs or by the application of oils, herbal remedies and body
manipulation, Pain-Free is about true transformation from

body pain to an often instant relief with the use of only
soft manipulation of muscles, light finger pressure at spe-

cific points and my own intuitive and emphatic approach,

enabling gentle release of tissues that may include muscles,
tendons, ligaments, skin, joints as well as lymphatic vessels
or the gastrointestinal system

I think that many of us do what we do because of some
life-changing experience. Mine came when my daughter
at six weeks’ old, was diagnosed with what was said to be
an incurable disease: one that would leave her to suffer her

whole life. I was determined that would not happen to her,
and since that day I have devoted my life to bringing the joy
of a pain-free, fulfilling life to clients around the world.

The incident made me look outside the conventional health
industry for help in solving my daughter’s problem and it
2
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inspired me to study and learn complementary modalities

that would enhance my practice as an occupational therapist.
I have attended and studied different complementary
bodywork modalities and mind-body workshops like The

Lightning Process, and practiced Chi Kung, enabling me to
provide and to apply individualised long-lasting pain solutions to ensure the optimal benefit for each of my clients.

My therapy is based on my education, work and life experience: as an occupational therapist, The Bowen therapy, The
Emmett therapy, mind-body connection and my intuition
and emphatic nature.

Occupational Therapy is a health profession that uses activi-

ties with specific goals to help people from all ages prevents,
reduce or overcome the effects of disabilities. The fundamental purpose of occupational therapy is the development
and maintenance of a person’s capacity throughout life, to

perform those task and roles essential to productive living,
including self-care, daily living, leisure and work.

The Bowen Therapy is a dynamic form of bodywork in which
gentle moves are performed over the muscles and connective

tissue sending messages deep into the body retrieving cellu-

lar memory of a preferred, relaxed and balanced wellbeing.
The body’s integrated response improves circulation and
3
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lymphatic drainage and aids in the assimilation of nutrients
and the elimination of toxins.

The Emmett Therapy is an effective body therapy that
involves the application of light finger pressure at specific

points of the body that enables a gentle physical release of
the muscles and underlying structures. This release enhances
a realignment of the body and improves mobility, flexibility
and body balance.

Throughout this book, you will read true case stories of just
a few of the many people who have come to my clinic in

the past eleven years, regaining their health and returning
to their best. I have written the book so that you do not

have to read from cover to cover. If you are experiencing or

interested in a particular symptom, the chapters will provide
you with insight into the different body parts.

I do not in any way want to claim to be an expert in pain

relief or the human mind and body. There is so much I am

still learning on a daily basis. I am sharing some of my cli-

ent’s case stories in the hope that you will consider seeking
help to get your life back and return to your best.

All names have been changed to protect the clients’ identities.
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HEAD PAIN AND
DISCOMFORT

Chronic Headache/Migraine
Mr Jensen, a European executive businessman, came to my
clinic presenting chronic migraine and psoriasis. He had

been advised to see me by his wife and a colleague as he had
suffered from migraine since the age of eighteen, and the
intensity and frequency had become worse in the last four
years since his move to Singapore.

He was very sceptical and a bit reluctant because he did not

know anything about my treatment method. He did not
believe that a therapy involving just a few gentles touches
and moves at particular points of the body would relieve his

symptoms when conventional medication had hardly had
any effect.

I believe that treatment consists of 60% therapy and 40%
presentation. The 40% presentation is the ability to gain

rapport with the client to understand better how they feel.
To do so I always make sure I listen, accepting them for

who they are and making them feel comfortable and relaxed
7
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before I start asking questions about the presented problem.
It is all about the client, not about me.

I spent almost half an hour explaining my therapy approach
to Mr Jensen: how it worked, how it was applied and how

other clients of mine had benefitted from the treatment. As

always, I was honest and told him that I might be able to

help him, but I couldn’t predict the exact outcome because
migraines often have different causes. If he did not experi-

ence any improvement I would refer him to another health
practitioner who might be able to help him.

Mr Jensen’s case history was profound and saddening. He
had suffered from intense migraine for twenty-six years and

had been medicated with strong painkillers, among them

epilepsy medication, for the last two years, all to no avail.
He even brought packages of a certain painkiller back with

him each time he visited Europe as he found it was the best
‘cure’ when a migraine attacked. Over the last four years the

migraines had become a weekly occurrence, often beginning

on a Thursday and lasting for days, so his weekends were

ruined. This prevented him from enjoying family time,
seeing friends or participating in any physical activities.

The symptoms were typical for a migraine sufferer: intense
pain around the forehead and above the eyes with sensitivity
8
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to light, noise and taste during attacks. He also mentioned
that he suffered from psoriasis, and it got worse when he was

stressed and out of his daily routine. He slept with his mouth
open, had bad breath and needed to have water at his bedside
during the night because he would wake up feeling thirsty.

Using my different studied therapies, intuition, listening,
observational and language skills, I kept an eye out for
anything that could give me a clue as to the cause of the

problem. In this case, I noticed that Mr Jensen had swelling

around his eyes, spots of psoriasis, jaw misalignment and

his posture was tilted to the right. That gave me a very
good indication of some of his internal and external body

imbalance, enabling me to apply my therapy as specific
moves on specific targets to optimise the outcome of the

treatment. The physical assessment of muscle tension and

skin temperature and my observations continued in between
each touch to allow a complete individual treatment.

Before I started the treatment I tested Mr Jensen’s body and

spinal balance, which was very weak compared to a normal

body balance, an indication that the electrical impulses
within his spinal cord were uneven. The information path-

ways needed to be reset and cleared to allow better responses
in areas of the body needing treatment.

9
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After resetting the spine to clear the information pathways,
I did a full body release of the main muscle groups to ensure

that there was no hidden tightness or other unforeseen
obstacles in the way of a successful outcome, finishing by
releasing the jaw (TMJ) tension.

The first session went well. Mr Jensen almost fell asleep, and

he woke up feeling relaxed, calm and a bit giddy. Getting
down from the table he noticed that he had increased body

balance and better stability. Although he felt better with

immediate positive changes, including reduced headache,
he was still suspicious about the lasting effects. He simply

could not understand how such a gentle treatment would
lead to effective long-term pain relief.

We agreed that he would come for his second session a week
later, and in the meantime he would note any changes so we
could record his progress. My recommendation was for him

to drink plenty of water, rest and sleep when needed, enjoy
life and let the process settle in his body.

As usual, I was excited about our second session. The out-

come of the first treatment often gives a good indication
whether or not I will be able to help with the problem.

Mr Jensen arrived at the clinic with a smile on his face and
told me that the week had been good with only a slight
10
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headache over the weekend, which he had settled with only
two painkillers. Even his psoriasis was less aggressive and he

was very pleased and surprised. However, he was still sceptical and afraid the improvement wouldn’t last, but I managed

to convince him that with a few more sessions his body may
stabilise and reduce the migraine even further.

In the second session I decided to do lymphatic sinus drainage after releasing the shoulder, neck and jaw in the hope

that it would help solve Mr Jensen’s open-mouthed breathing. Again Mr Jensen had a comfortable nap and woke up

feeling very relaxed, thirsty and slightly giddy. After having

some water and resting before getting up from the table, he
felt as if his head had gone through a major cleansing. It felt

light and clear, and his jaw was relaxed. It was a very happy
man who walked out of the door, wanting to come back a
week later.

On the third visit, Mr Jensen proudly told me that for the
first time since the age of eighteen he had not taken any

pain medication. There had been no migraine attack, only

a mild heaviness and forehead pressure which had settled

after food and liquid. Even better, he was no longer waking
up during the night needing to drink water.

What often happens in situations like this is that the client,
11
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deep inside, does not believe that the treatment will last.
This happened to Mr Jensen, who was still sceptical about
the outcome and did not trust the good news. He kept

asking if he would need continued treatments and what

would happen if the headaches returned, but I think that is
a natural response after twenty-six years of suffering from
the same nagging and painful disability.

It is of paramount importance that a client gets the right
support and guidance so they feel confident in moving

forward and have the proper tools to help themselves if
the symptoms return. Giving appropriate advice is easier
when we know the root of the problem. During Mr Jensen’s
treatment sessions I had come to realise that his migraine
had manifested from tightness and imbalance of the jaw

and neck combined with stuffed sinuses and a good deal

of stress. I advised him to trust the process and the outcome and accept that he needed to look after his body with
plenty of water, rest and enjoyment of life, and to come for

a treatment whenever he felt his body needed realignment

and relaxation. Just like we send our cars for a service, we
also have to service our bodies.

Over the following eight weeks Mr Jensen came for a few
sessions for maintenance and to alleviate some forehead

pressure. Since then I have treated him for lower back pain
12
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and occasionally an acute stress headache. He has not suffered from any migraine attacks and has been totally free of

medication for five months, finally able to enjoy an active
life with his family and friends.

13

Chronic Pain Syndrome
With Severe Headache
I had a new client booked for the afternoon and greeted

a lovely, kind woman with her skinny twelve-year-old son,
Peter. Peter’s head and body were almost crumpled together
in pain. His mother had found me by scouring the Internet
after having tried conventional medicine and sought the help

of several health practitioners to no avail. She was desperate

to help her outgoing, sporty son, who had been diagnosed

with two bulging discs, fibromyalgia and chronic headaches,
making each day an exhausting physical, emotional and
mental struggle.

Seldom have I seen a young person suffering from so much

pain. It was like Peter’s body was on fire. I was unable to
touch any part of his skin directly without him twisting and

turning in agony. Honestly, I felt hesitant about taking the
case as I did not want to give Peter and his mother false

hopes and then not be able to deliver the relief they were
searching for.

15
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After having evaluated Peter’s medical history, listened to
their expectations of my therapy and given them a clear
outline of how I intended to proceed, we all agreed to try a
couple of sessions.

A few weeks before coming to my clinic, Peter had attended
the Lightning Process, a mind/body connection programme

which had already made him feel better, but he still suffered

day and night from lower back pain and long-lasting headaches. I knew of the many benefits of the Lightning Process
from having attended the course myself and was pleased to

know that Peter had access to such a complementary self-

help tool along with my therapy. It would not only make

him mentally stronger but also act as an additional physical
pain relief.

Before the first session I asked permission to touch him and

whether he wanted his mother to be sitting next to him for
comfort as he had never met me before. He agreed to the

treatment and lay down on the bench with his mother at
his side.

I decided to base my treatment on the Emmett Technique.
When properly applied, it can often feel like an internal
journey, and as a therapist it is very important not to inter-

rupt that journey as it can lead to a lovely and peaceful mind
16
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and body release. I used my intuition and observational skills

to connect with Peter by follow each change in his body

between every single touch. My touches and words had to

be fine-tuned to what his body and mind needed in each
given moment.

The journey began for all three of us. Little did I know that
this young boy would play a big part in my life for many
years, and may well continue to do so in the future.

As I was unable to touch any parts of Peter’s body due to
his extreme skin sensitivity, I simply placed my fingers 1cm

from his skin at specific points of the body, hoping that by

intentionally desensitising these nerve receptor points I

would be able to create a gentle release of tissues, including
muscles, tendons, ligaments and skin, as well as lymphatic
vessels and organs of the gastrointestinal system. This would

restore normal muscle movement, which also can activate an
emotional release.

Even without me touching Peter, he felt pain at the targeted
points and his skin turned reddish beneath his shirt, which

meant the first treatment had to be very short. After targeting only seven points with long waits between each one, I
finished the session to allow his body to rest.

When he felt ready, I asked him to sit up, offered him a

glass of water and advised him to rest and take his time to
17
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feel comfortable and relaxed. Before he even got down from
the bench, he had managed to give me a smile and said that

he felt an inner calmness, less body pain and significant
improvement in his headache.

Not only was his mother crying, when she gave me an
emotional hug I couldn’t stop tears from running down my

cheeks. As Ross Emmett would say: ‘Tears of Joy.’ It was
such a beautiful moment that is difficult to describe.

Before they left the clinic we scheduled a second appointment for the following week. I gave them my private phone

number so they could contact me in case of an emergency or
if they simply wanted to talk.

By Peter’s second visit some of his headache had returned

and his body was still sensitive to touch. I felt disappointed

in myself, but Peter and his mother were both optimistic

because his pain had reduced a bit – enough to get him
through the school day and his weekly activities. Their trust
in me was very important as it gave me the confidence to

carry on with the treatment, as long as we continued to see
small positive results from each visit.

Over the next four visits, I applied the therapy with only a

few adjustments in the hope of rebalancing Peter’s hyperactive central nervous system. With each session, Peter’s
18
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long-lasting headache and body pain gradually reduced,
allowing me to work on the lower back pain caused by two

bulging discs. By then it was possible to touch him fully
dressed and the sessions changed to include a combination

of the Bowen Technique, consisting of comfortable rolling
moves to assess the muscle tissue for inconsistency, and the

Emmett Technique, with light finger pressure at particular

points of the body to facilitate a release of the underlying
tissues. As always, I applied my therapy with the best of
intentions, a good sense of intuition and a skill with words
to instil a positive attitude.

Over a period of two months with weekly sessions, Peter

improved significantly and was able to participate in many
sporting activities like tennis, football, cricket and wake

boarding. Within six months this young boy had, with the
help of his own determination, the Lightning Process and
my body therapy, transformed his life from chronic pain
syndrome to almost pain free activity. I say almost pain free

because he kept coming back for further treatments for the
next few years, usually due to various sporting injuries from
living a very active life.

Since Peter left for boarding school I have twice treated

him over Skype. I sit in front of the screen and ask him to
duplicate my moves and follow specific points on his body
19

with light finger pressure to facilitate a gentle muscle release.
On both occasions we have managed to relieve his pain and
tension, making it possible for him to return to his intense
studies and physically active lifestyle.

At times Peter will call for a treatment when back in

Singapore on holiday, usually to treat sporting injuries,
realign his body or to have a simple relaxation session to
boost his energy. On each visit I am surprised to see his
transformation from a twelve-year-old boy in despair to a
confident, healthy, active and mature young man pursuing
his dream of becoming a medical practitioner.

PA R T T W O

NECK PAIN AND
DISCOMFORT

Acute Locked-up Neck
Late on a Friday afternoon, right before closing the clinic I

got a call from the wife of a senior executive, Mr Lim. She
sounded desperate, and asked if it was possible for me to

see her husband for a session immediately. He was suffering
from a tight and painful neck.

Mr Lim came to the clinic accompanied by his wife and was

very grateful for the late appointment at such short notice.
He presented an almost locked up neck with very limited
mobility and a noticeable tilt to the right. The slightest

movement of his neck and shoulders made pain shoot into

the base of his skull and right shoulder. Fortunately the

problem was only in his neck and the rest of his body was in
no discomfort at all.

In spite of his extreme pain I took the time to learn his full

case history to ensure that I followed proper procedures in

case there had been an injury to his cervical spine. Mr Lim
told me that he had woken up three days earlier and felt
23
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a sudden tightness which had progressed since. When the
pain and immobility had become unbearable he had con-

sulted a medical specialist and was sent for an MRI scan for
possible compressed cervical vertebrae. Fortunately, the scan
was negative and he was given painkillers to overcome the

acute tightness and subsequent pain hopefully, and referred
for physiotherapy at his convenience.

Although he had come to seek my professional help of his

own free will, he was still very apprehensive about my treat-

ment method. He was not convinced that my gentle body

therapy approach would be able to unlock his neck or in any
way improve his condition, an attitude I have often come
across, especially with some of my male clients! They tend

to believe in no pain, no gain treatment and it’s usually their

wives who have recommended my therapy. Instead of trying
to convince them of the benefits, I demonstrate a quick win

situation by resetting their body balance with a few simple
moves that have a surprisingly positive effect.

Before I did any hands on therapy, I applied a cool pack
around Mr Lim’s neck for a few minutes to desensitise
the affected muscles. Then I started with a few light finger

touches on specific points around the shoulder muscles to
enhance gentle releases of specific muscle groups, easing the
tension and enabling a realignment of the shoulder and neck
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region. I let that settle for a few minutes then finished off
with a gentle but deliberate muscle move across ligamentum
nuchae of the cervical spine and the SCM, a neck muscle
that helps rotate the head.

After the treatment I asked Mr Lim to rotate his head
from left to right a few times to lock the treatment in with

action and confirm the positive changes. Oh dear, we were
in for a surprise. His neck was just as locked and tight as
on his arrival and I could sense his frustration and doubt

about what he must have thought was an experiment. He
was not pleased, and it took me a great deal of confidence to

convince him that within a short time the muscles and fascia

would probably unwind and settle, enabling a subtle release
of the neck and shoulder.

Before they left, I advised Mr Lim to apply a cool pack for
three to five minutes, three times daily, to desensitise the
involved neck muscles, and to take prescribed painkillers

if needed. We scheduled a second session for the coming

Monday and I asked him to contact me or to consult his
doctor in the case of an emergency over the weekend.

Monday morning arrived and I was excited about seeing Mr
Lim as the first client of the day. On this visit he came on his

own and did not look at all like the man I had bid farewell
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to only two days before. He walked with deliberate steps, a
straight back, his head in a relaxed position and a big smile
on his face. How pleased he was with the outcome. He had

followed my advice, applying the cool pack, and his locked
neck had slowly released during the weekend. He’d only had

to take his medicine once on Friday evening and had even
been able to attend a big party on Saturday night without
suffering from severe pain.

From being sceptical, Mr Lim now had full trust in my

ability to help him and asked if I would be kind enough to

give him a second treatment to boost the healing process.
Even though his neck had released, there was still tension in
the neck muscles.

With Mr Lim sitting on the table, I assessed his active range
of motion and the muscle tension of his neck, shoulders
and upper back. I unleashed his tight back muscles before
finishing the session with light finger pressure points around

his shoulders and neck, enabling a complete release of the
remaining tightness and finishing the short treatment with

the application of a cool pack. As in the first session, I asked
Mr Lim to turn his neck from left to right three times. On

the third turn he had a full range of neck mobility and felt
an overall ease and lightness of his neck and shoulders.
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Because of his full neck mobility, we did not schedule a third
session. We decided to let his neck settle, and if he needed
more treatment he could give me a call. To maintain full
mobility and prevent future tightness, we practised some

shoulder and neck stretching exercises which he would be

able to do at his own convenience, either at home or in the
office. We then discussed ergonomically correct sitting and
working positions and the importance of a suitable pillow
for sleeping.

After two days I called Mr Lim to follow up on the treat-

ment. He was in good spirits and happy to announce that he

felt as good as he had before the incident. Since then, I have
had the pleasure of helping not only Mr Lim with different
aches and pains, but also his family and friends.
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Neck Tightness With Tingling
Sensation Into Arm And Hand
Mr Cheong, an executive in his early fifties, called for a
session after a recommendation from a good friend of mine
whom he had met in a business meeting.

Mr Cheong presented a tight neck with tingling sensations

into his posterior right upper arm, forearm, thumb, index
and middle finger. There was no significant pain, but he

felt extreme discomfort on a scale of six to seven. He had
consulted a doctor two months earlier and had been sent for

MRI of the neck, the result showing a cervical contraction
of C4/5/6. He was given anti-inflammatory and pain medication and advised to consult a physiotherapist for short-

wave diathermy, cervical traction and manipulation therapy.
The medication and therapy had helped to ease some of the

neck tension, but he was still left with 40% neck restriction,
discomfort and tingling into the arm and hand.

My immediate observations, a rounded upper back, his head
held in a forward position and weak body balance when
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pushed gently, gave me a good indication of which muscle

groups were involved. With a closer look I noticed a small

swelling of the right posterior shoulder, the skin looking
shiny compared to the left side. When I touched it, it had a
slight warm feeling, indicating possible inflammation.

I asked Mr Cheong to lie prone on the bench and applied a

cool pack for a few minutes on the swollen and warm area

to reduce heat and ease the underlying muscles and tissues.
Because of his prolonged disability, which had affected his
body balance and stability, I did a full physical body relaxation
with gentle and deliberate moves across certain individual

muscles and muscle groups. This helped relax the body, and I

used it to assess which part of the body I had to concentrate
on to continue a deliberate and effective treatment. After
the initial relaxation and assessment I let his body rest for a

short time before applying the correction treatment with a
light finger pressure/touch approach.

During a session I seldom talk to clients, unless they ask
me questions or want to talk to me about what they are

experiencing and how they are feeling during the treatment.
I like to let them rest without being interrupted, and silence
gives me the opportunity to concentrate on the responses in

my fingers. In between the moves I constantly observe the

clients for noticeable reactions and body changes to ensure
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that they are feeling good and to see when their body starts
to correct itself.

When I started to apply light finger pressure on Mr

Cheong’s shoulder he immediately felt some reduction of
the tingling in his arm. With the second pressure he felt

heat travelling into his neck and upper shoulder, indicating
that even the smallest touch on nerve receptors can have

the greatest result and influence the overloaded or overused

muscles to reset. Then I asked Mr Cheong to turn onto his
back so I could release the psoas muscle that flexes the pelvis

forward and has a major influence on posture, in this case

an important part of the treatment because he had initially
presented a forward tilted head. By releasing the psoas, I
encourage the body to move into an upright position and
put less pressure on the neck.

The final part of the session was done with him in a sitting
position. We talked about any noticeable changes before
finishing off with a light finger pressure on the forearm and

a firm move across ligamentum nuchae in the neck, resulting
in a complete dissipation of the remaining tingling. I handed
him a glass of water before asking him to lock the treatment
in with three neck rotations.

The end result was good. Although Mr Cheong still had

some neck tightness, the tingling into his arm had completely
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gone. He felt his posture was more upright, his body better

balanced and his stability had increased. The aftercare I
recommended was the use of a cool pack, neck and shoulder

stretches and ergonomic advice on sitting and working posi-

tions specifically related to the use of a computer and mouse.
He was pleased with the positive outcome, but curious about
the lasting effects, wanting to know when and how often he
needed to come for follow-up sessions.

From experience, I have come to believe that prolonged pain
issues often benefit from three consecutive treatments with
a week in between each one. With an acute or short-term
problem, the optimal scheduling is three day intervals. It is

similar to building a solid house. First you lay the founda-

tions, then you construct the walls and finally fit the roof to
stabilise the project.

I approach each session in a very similar way. For the client

it might seem as though the treatment is exactly the same,
but I create every treatment individually according to what

meets my eyes and what I feel in my fingers. What has
already been released does not need to be redone; better to
leave it alone rather than irritating what has already been
corrected.

On Mr Cheong’s second visit some of the tingling sensation
had returned. He felt a 60% improvement, but still had a
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sore neck, mild tingling into his posterior upper arm and
forearm, thumb, index and middle finger, indicating that he
was in need of a booster to reinforce the healing process.

Mr Cheong’s pelvis was tilted forward and his upper back

was still rounded with his head held forward, putting pres-

sure on his neck and posterior shoulders. I started by releasing the pelvic and abdominal muscles to enhance a better

posture and finished the treatment with a few light pressure

moves around the shoulders and forearms, an effective and

pleasant treatment that left Mr Cheong feeling upright,
more grounded and with no more discomfort.

During the following two sessions I concentrated the

therapy on realigning his body to maintain proper posture,
balance and physical and emotional wellbeing. We practised

breathing, shoulder and neck exercises for him to do at home
and at work to maintain good health.

He had noticed that three specific activities provoked a

minimal tingling sensation: sleeping on his right shoulder,

working with his computer mouse and brushing his teeth.
Once again we went through his habits and discussed how he

could change them to eliminate any further setbacks. During
our session I noticed that he tended to wear tight-fitting

and narrow shoes. These might have been causing part of the
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problem, irritating specific nerve receptors on the top and

side of his feet creating lack of grounding and poor side to
side balance, with the effect that his body balance weakened
and his posture changed. The fourth and last session was

done with limited body therapy. We spent most of the time

talking about aftercare guidance and recommendations,
not only ergonomic suggestions, but also how clothing and
accessories can result in common body aches and pains. Most

people are not aware that what we wear may be wearing us
out, and that by changing certain garments we can change
the way we feel.

Within two weeks and four visits, Mr Cheong had made
a remarkable recovery. Not only was he free of pain and
discomfort, he had not had to take his prescribed pain and

anti-inflammatory medication. The positive outcome gave

him the opportunity to return to his highly demanding job
with newfound energy and confidence. Since then I have had

the pleasure of helping him with lower back pain, cramps in
his lower legs, Ménière’s disease and relaxation therapy to
cope better with long distance travels around the world.
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Decreased Shoulder Mobility From
Axillary Nerve Injury
A sporty, physically strong and well-trained eighteen-year-

old boy, Christian, came to Singapore to visit his parents.
He visited my clinic accompanied by his mother, who had
been introduced to me at a dinner party. Christian was a

keen rugby player, but had been unable to participate in
his beloved game for over fourteen months after a bicycle
accident that had injured his left shoulder.

For reasons I don’t know, he hadn’t been taken to the doctor
immediately after the accident. Seven months later, after

suffering from limited active shoulder mobility, extreme
discomfort and numbness of his shoulder region, he con-

sulted a specialist in sports medicine, who diagnosed him

with a contusion, SLAP lesion and an axillary nerve injury.
The problem was muscle wasting on the teres minor, biceps
and lateral and anterior deltoid, and the recommendation

was an EMG test to control related nerves, and extensive
physiotherapy.
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For more than half a year Christian had gone to see a
physiotherapist for soft tissue manipulation, stretching and
strengthening exercises. The treatments had helped him
maintain mobility of his shoulder and prevent possible further muscle wasting. Unfortunately, he still wasn’t allowed to
play rugby, nor any other physically demanding sport.

In general, young and active people like to receive a focused

treatment without too much chatter about how they feel,
what I’m doing and how I do it. It is more about efficiency
and outcome for them. However, to create rapport I asked

Christian about his life at boarding school and rugby.
Talking about a client’s life and interests shows respect for
them and can sometimes yield valuable information about
the presented problem.

Having only one chance to create a positive and remarkable

result, I really concentrated on which nerve receptors needed
reactivation to facilitate the appropriate muscle release. I

made a quick observation and active physical assessment
of the range of motion in Christian’s shoulder, intuitively
deciding to focus on the shoulder and complete the full ses-

sion standing so he could readjust it between moves when
needed.

I stood in front of him and mirrored his position to get a

physical sense in my own shoulder of which muscles needed
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to be released. In my head I repeated the anatomical func-

tion of each muscle to be able to activate the precise points

to release the involved muscles and underlying structure. I
skipped any realignment and got straight to the point by

physically examining each active shoulder movement to
create a benchmark for improvement, asking Christian to
abduct his left arm as far as he could comfortably. The range

of movement was only 90 out of 180 before an intense pain

was provoked in his deltoid muscle. I applied very light
finger pressure to two points at the front and back of his
shoulder region, holding each for only a few seconds and

concentrating on responses in my fingertips that would
indicate when to let go of the pressure. Usually two or three

light pressures at the same point are enough to reset and

restore normal muscle functions. I let it settle for a minute
then asked Christian to lift his arm three times to lock the
treatment in with action. He found to his surprise that he
was able to move his arm easily to the fullest extent without
any discomfort.

The positive change made him excited and eager to continue

in the hope of an even better result. I continued the session
with the same approach, standing in front of him to analyse

which part to release one step at a time. The second move was
applied at the front of his shoulder with a diagonal switch
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on pectoralis minor to release the forward and inferior pull
of the shoulder. The third move was applied with two small

connected light pressure points on teres minor to release the

shoulder rotation. Christian was delighted to experience the

same positive result of suddenly having a full range of active
motion when rotating his arm.

When we had established the full range of motion in his

left shoulder we needed to release the forward rotated arm.
A firm release of the bicep muscle and two separate moves

to facilitate a neutral position almost immediately created

a noticeable correction. Involuntarily Christian’s shoulder
started to make small twists that not only reset his arm but

also lifted his left shoulder into a nice elevated alignment
with his right shoulder. To complete the treatment and
ensure full benefit for the client, I finished the session by

releasing the neck rotator, SCM, as it had been overloaded
because of the shoulder problem, and the important ligamentum nuchae, holding the head.

Christian had a big smile on his face. He couldn’t believe
that he was left with full shoulder function, and no pain

or numbness. His immediate questions were predictable:
would the treatment last and when would he be able to play
rugby again? I told him that it would last unless he incurred

further injuries, and his best course of action would be to
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continue with the stretching and strengthening exercises

given to him by his physiotherapist then let his rugby coach
decide when he could return to the sport.

Although I am an occupational therapist, I often refer clients

to other practitioners for targeted and specific rehabilitation,
unless they only need minor aftercare to maintain healthy
and flexible body movements. Before Christian and his
mother left the clinic, I searched the Internet for possible

therapists in close proximity to his boarding school in case
he wanted more similar treatments.

I always find it interesting to know how my clients are
progressing and if they have managed to resume an active

life, which is often difficult with overseas clients. Half a
year later Christian came back to Singapore on holiday and
scheduled a second appointment to see me. He entered the

clinic with confidence looking very energetic and healthy,
happy to announce that the first treatment had lasted and
he was completely free from numbness and pain. He had a

full shoulder motion range, noticeable muscle gain and had
returned to playing rugby two months after the treatment.

He had come for a booster treatment and did not really

expect any more positive changes as he felt good already.
With a short session working on seven light pressure points
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around his shoulder, he felt a remarkable lightness of the

underlying structure that made it much easier for him to lift
his arm. He once again thanked me for helping him get his

life back on track, and that was the last time I saw Christian.

Chronic Shoulder Injury With Atrophy
Of Shoulder Muscles
Mr Tan, a senior executive in his early fifties, came to my
clinic for the first time after having been recommended
to see me by his wife. He presented lower back pain scale

four, tightness and discomfort in his left buttock, hip and
hamstring muscles which had been with him for the last six

weeks after suddenly twisting his lower back during a football game. He had received physiotherapy and osteopathic
treatments which only gave short lasting release. Mr Tan
had therefore consulted a medical specialist and had been

send for an MRI that diagnosed two bulging discs in his
lower vertebrae, L4/5 and S1. When he came to me he had
no pinched nerves and no pain or tingling into his left leg.

Mr Tan was a very keen sportsperson and trained a
football team three evenings a week, with games at the

weekend. When time permitted he would join his friends
and colleagues for a round of golf, and he felt devastated
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and frustrated not to be active. He was very eager to find
an effective and long-lasting solution to his debilitating
problem.

Although he had made the decision to come for the session,

I sensed a slight disbelief in my gentle treatment approach.
As I was thinking about how to instil a positive attitude and
take the attention away from his actual problem, my obser-

vational skills came in very handy. I observed that his left
shoulder had noticeable atrophy and he held it in a forward
position, so I asked him if I was allowed to take a look at

his shoulder before treating his back problem. Mr Tan was

taken by surprise as this suddenly focussed his attention on a
completely different body part. He told me that he had had
an injury ten years ago and that no one had been able to help

him regain full mobility and flexibility in his shoulder since.
He was unable to use it to the fullest, and over the years his
shoulder had developed muscle wasting.

I asked permission to do a few light finger pressure moves

around his shoulder to see if we could get any change at all.
He stood in front of me and moved his arm through a range
of different motions to test his mobility and the function

of his individual muscles and have a comparison for later.
Placing myself at his side, I applied a light finger pressure to
the front of his chest and his back between the mid shoulder
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blade and spine, connecting the two points to reactivate the
nerve receptors and enable a gentle release of the shoulder
region. I applied the pressure three times on each point, each

held for only a few seconds, then watched him complete a

small twist of his arm. I knew then that his body was starting
to make its own natural adjustment.

Stepping away, I asked him to move his shoulder three

times to the best of his ability. Without any difficulty he was
able to move his arm through a full range of motion. That
made him curious, so using the same technique I applied

three more moves to different points around his shoulder
and upper arm. When they had settled I asked Mr Tan to
lock the treatment in by moving his arm through different

motions. Suddenly, his whole shoulder released and started
to lift itself into better alignment, which it hadn’t done for

ten years. To watch his surprise and joy was like watching

a child achieving a new task for the first time. He couldn’t
wait for me to treat his lower back and tight hip.

We continued the session with him lying face down on the
table. Placing the palms of my hands on his upper and lower
back, I let him know that I was just next to him while I got

a feeling for the muscle tension and underlying structures.
Assessing the muscles and muscle groups one at a time, I

targeted only what needed to be released as I went along
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with the treatment. Working my way around the body from
left to right, placing light finger pressure at specific points, I

kept observing any changes in skin texture, muscle tension
and body reactions to keep the treatment minimal.

After four moves I asked him to turn onto his back to
continue the treatment with another four moves on his
core, pelvic and hip muscles using exactly the same gentle
approach. Then I finished by reactivating the stability recep-

tors in his feet to improve balance and take the focus away
from his presented problem.

The treatment was almost done. I asked Mr Tan to roll into
a sitting position, gave him a glass of water and let him settle

and reorient. Some clients can feel dizzy after the treatment
as it calms their central nervous system, often with the effect
of bringing their blood pressure down. I showed him how to

step down from the bench with both feet on the ground to
avoid any body twists and got him to lock the treatment in

by sitting and standing three times, creating a much stronger

long-lasting effect. I then let him walk around to become
aware of any positive changes.

Mr Tan had concluded the session with a positive outcome

and was pleased to experience a full range of motion in his

left shoulder, less tightness in his pelvic region, full body
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balance and lightness in his body. Before he left the clinic,
he booked a second appointment. He wanted to, and I recommended it because the muscles would probably benefit

from having the treatment reinforced. He wanted to be
100% fit for a long journey overseas.

On his second visit I welcomed a different man. Mr Tan was

tremendously eager to receive the follow-up session. The
first session had brought about such a positive change in

him, not only physical with about 80% improvement in his
shoulder movements and lower back release, but also in his
attitude. He had become open minded towards possibilities
outside the conventional medical system.

In this session we created a total release of his left shoulder
and reinforced his lower back and pelvic release. I decided

to take a holistic approach with full body realignment as
there was a visible uneven pull of the muscles in his upper
body, with his right shoulder elevated and his left shoulder

and left hip rotated slightly forward. Mr Tan placed himself
face down on the bench while I assessed and addressed his

back muscles. To stretch and relax his body, I made a few
light finger cross moves on his shoulder and opposite pelvic
bone, with the result that his upper body made a small but
noticeable correction.
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When the shift had settled, I released the tight buttock
muscles along his sacrum and the side of his hip with three

brisk small but firm moves, three times on each side chang-

ing from left to right. While he was prone, I carried out the
treatment in a similar way, working from left to right, core

to upper and lower body, constantly observing shifts and

changes between each move with a close eye on Mr Tan’s

facial expressions. It’s important at all times to be aware of
the client’s facial expressions as they often indicate if the
treatment needs to be interrupted.

The final part of the treatment around his shoulder and neck
was done with him sitting in order to work with rather than

against gravity. I asked Mr Tan to place both feet on the
ground, walk around and sit and stand three times to lock

the treatment. If he noticed any positive changes, I asked
him to express them with words to allow his brain to con-

nect with the outcome. The immediate changes he noticed
were a sense of lightness in his left shoulder with complete

and easy shoulder movements, full lower back release and a
strong sense of feeling grounded and stable.

Mr Tan was very pleased and immediately asked if he could

resume his beloved football, and if yes, how soon. I advised
him to wait for a couple of days to let the treatment settle

and his body readjust to its original state – give his body a
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short ‘holiday’ for it to gain energy before going out with full

force. It’s always good to listen to what our bodies need and
what they are trying to tell us.

Mr Tan left the clinic with full shoulder mobility and a pain

free lower back with improved flexibility. He was now in

good health to enjoy his travel schedule and playing football.
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Tennis Elbow
Mrs Pang, a petite and fit woman in her early forties, came
to my clinic complaining about a painful right elbow that

had been with her for the last four weeks. She was a keen

tennis player and was frustrated not only to be unable to
participate in her beloved sport, but also to have constant
pain and discomfort in her elbow, even at rest.

It was a typical tennis elbow, also named repetitive strain
injury, which may be caused by repetitive tasks, forceful

exertions, vibrations or sustained awkward positions. Mrs

Pang presented symptoms including a dull pain in her right

elbow, tenderness when she rotated her forearm outwards,
pinching in her middle finger and thumb when writing or
lifting medium sized objects and a weak right hand grip.

Mrs Pang had received no medical or alternative treatments

prior to coming to my clinic, nor had she taken any medication to relieve her discomfort. Before the actual treatment I

placed the palm of my hand on the skin of her elbow and felt
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a slight heat, often an indication that there is inflammation.
This would explain why Mrs Pang was experiencing pain
in her elbow, even at rest. I tested her elbow’s comfortable

range of motion to assess the severity of her problems and
have a benchmark for any slight improvement brought
about by the treatment.

The first step of the treatment process was to place a cool

pack on the heated area for a few minutes to help reduce the

inflammation and ease the muscles and underlying structure.
This created a feeling of calmness in the affected area and

felt good for the client. I asked Mrs Pang to remove three
bracelets from her right wrist before applying light finger
pressure at the highest point of her forearm, right below the

elbow joint, to release the extensor muscles. I followed this
by switching to the flexor muscles from the midline of her
underarm and releasing them using a push-pull of the fascia

between the two bones, radius and ulnar. Finally I made two
delicate moves around her wrist, over the tendons of her
thumb and little finger.

It was time for the procedure to rest and adjust, which hap-

pened almost immediately as Mrs Pang involuntarily started
to twist her arm. She said that she felt an increase in the

blood circulation entering her forearm and hand and a sense
of warmness.
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People with prolonged repetitive strain injuries in the arm
often develop related shoulder and neck tightness as they

start to compensate with their shoulder, which in severe

cases can pull the head into a forward position. Mrs Pang
did not have any visible signs of a shoulder pull, but I still

wanted to assess her shoulder and neck for any tightness to
ensure that nothing was left undone. She did indeed have

tightness of the anterior shoulder so I made a small, gentle
move across the pectoralis muscle that pulls the shoulder

forward, and another one across the short head of her biceps

muscle that had pulled her forearm into a slight rotation. I
finished the session by releasing the neck rotator muscles, as
they were strained after her prolonged arm issues.

The first session was completed with only seven simple and

gentle moves which had created a lightness and feeling of ease
in her forearm. I applied a non-stretchable strapping around
her wrist to support her wrist fascia and extensor and flexor
muscles. This was to be worn for the next three days.

Mrs Pang’s aftercare was simple. I advised her to stop wearing any kind of loose bracelets around her right wrist which

might irritate the nerve receptors by constantly rubbing
them, and may eventually negate the treatment. She was

to apply a cool pack for three minutes, three times daily,
to reduce inflammation, keep active movements within a
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comfortable range and wait until the healing had settled

before she started playing tennis again. We scheduled a
second session within five days, and if she had any questions
in the meantime, she should not hesitate to call me.

On her second visit I noticed that Mrs Pang was not wear-

ing her bracelets and she brought me very good news. She’d
experienced great improvements with just a few symptoms

remaining: elbow tenderness on extreme outward rotation,
slight thumb and middle finger pinching and weaker grip
compared to the left hand. She was impressed and proudly

announced that she now was able to do most of her household activities without any sharp pain or discomfort in her
elbow. A very successful outcome.

The second treatment was almost identical to the first and

was completed with three layers of strapping around her

wrist. Very simple, short, effective and pleasant for the client.
We did not schedule a follow-up session, but a week later

Mrs Pang called me for an appointment. That got me worried that some of her symptoms had returned through an
unforeseen injury, but my worries were unfounded.

Mrs Pang walked through the door dressed in her full tennis

gear with a big smile on her face. She was on her way to

participate in a women’s doubles tennis match and wanted
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a booster treatment to reinforce her forearm and grip
strength. Proudly she gave me a short résumé of her present

condition. Since removing the wrist strapping and following
the cool pack procedure three times a day, she had been free

from any symptoms: no pain at all at rest or doing her daily
chores. Mrs Pang had been out practising her tennis swing

for the last couple of days and now felt strong enough to
engage in a tournament.
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Tingling Pain In Arm And Finger
Mr Donald Jefferson, a banker in his early forties, came to

my clinic after being referred by his general practitioner for
muscle release of his left shoulder, arm and forearm.

I greeted a well-trimmed, forthcoming man with a firm

handshake wearing a blue business suit. He appeared to be
an energetic, focused person as he walked with fast deliberate

steps into the treatment room. Instinctively, I knew that he
wanted a fast consultation and a quick, efficient treatment so
he could get back to work sooner rather than later.

He didn’t complain but presented his problems with a
matter-of-fact attitude. For the last two years he had been

bothered by a tight neck. He had simply ignored the issue
due to lack of time and not finding it serious enough to take
action until two months ago, when he had started experi-

encing hot tingling from his left upper shoulder radiating

into the back of his arm and little finger. When his symptoms had increased in frequency and intensity, he started to
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worry about his health issue and finally decided to consult
his general practitioner.

It had come to a stage where Mr Donald Jefferson would
wake up during the night with severe neck tightness and

uncomfortable hot tingling into his left arm. Unfortunately

these symptoms would get worse at work when he was in
front of the computer. The lack of sleep, constant tightness

and discomfort was really beginning to bother him. His
energy and focus were declining, and the resultant physical

and social incapacity left him unable to interact with his
family and friends during the precious weekends.

To accommodate his desire to get back to work, we kept the
consultation short. I had enough information from my initial
observations, and suspected the tingling was coming from
the lower vertebrae of his cervical spine as he was holding
his neck in a forward position, sitting with a rounded upper
body and elevating his left shoulder.

I asked him if he would be so kind as to take off his shirt
and sit on the table. My first objective was to release and

relax his back and abdominal muscles, which had all been
under enormous pressure from long hours of sitting and
bending forward. I proceeded upward and noticed heat
in my palm radiating around his left shoulder, suggesting
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prolonged nerve irritation or mild inflammation, or even

both. Applying a cool pack, I eased and reduced his irritation
before continuing my treatment of the area.

Mr Jefferson’s upper body relaxed and he slowly started to

sit with a more upright posture, eager to proceed as he felt
some mild positive changes in the hot tingling. I asked him
to turn his head to assess his neck rotation, which was only

half the normal range of motion, then made three firm but
gentle moves across his neck ligament. Suddenly he turned

his head towards me with a surprised look on his face, saying
that most of the tingling was gone. He even felt an immedi-

ate release in the left side of his neck and was able to rotate
through the full range of motion, although it was still a bit
tight.

He was delighted. Quickly putting on his shirt, he was ready

to leave for his office without asking for recommendations

or whether he needed to come back for a second session.
Before he disappeared through the door, I managed to tell

him that he might benefit from a follow-up treatment and
he could call me if so.

When he came back a week later I wasn’t surprised. I was

actually delighted to see him and pleased to know that he

had made the time and effort for a second session. A long
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standing issue often benefits from the treatment being
reinforced.

Mr Jefferson was as busy as ever. He was happy to let me
know that his symptoms had reduced by nearly 85% and

politely made it clear that he only had time for a quick fix.
Within fifteen minutes we had managed to complete his
session and he cheerfully left the clinic feeling good and
expressing his gratitude.

Time passed. I had forgotten about Mr Jefferson until he
came to my clinic a month later complaining about recurring

symptoms, which seemed to be aggravated during his sleep
or when using the computer mouse. Right away I suspected

that his neck tightness was compressing some of the nerves

going into his arm. This could be triggered ergonomically,
by his sleeping position or the kind of pillow he used. I

expressed my concern and asked if he was interested in me

visiting his office to analyse his sitting position and get to

the root of the cause. He was open to the suggestion and we
agreed to meet the next day in his office. I also asked him to
bring his pillow.

Mr Jefferson greeted me with enthusiasm into a large hightech black and white office space, glass partitions dividing

the enormous space into cubicles. His workspace was small
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but simply furnished with a light non-adjustable desk,
currently ‘decorated’ with his pillow, and a black adjustable
leather swivel chair without armrests.

With his curious colleagues looking on, Mr Jefferson and
I had a good laugh adjusting the chair until we found the
most comfortable sitting and working position. By placing

a wedge cushion on the seat, we allowed him to maintain a
relaxed upright posture and straight neck. We then placed

a soft rolled-up face towel, in white to match the office

interior, under his forearm to keep his wrist in a neutral
position when he was using the mouse. Finally we discussed

the firmness of his sleeping pillow, which was too flat and
soft to hold his neck in a natural curvature. Mr Jefferson

being a busy man with demanding working hours, I offered

to buy what I thought might be the best pillow for him and
a wedge cushion for his chair before our next meeting in my

clinic in two weeks’ time. Hopefully that would be the last
treatment concerning his present problem.

It was a true pleasure to see him on his third visit. He looked

so relaxed and energetic, and for the first time he seemed
happy to allow time to enjoy the treatment session. He was

pleased to announce that his neck was doing much better,
resulting in minimal tingling in his left arm and fingers. Our
short meeting in his office and a few simple suggestions had
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made him more aware of his sitting habits and he was very
much looking forward to getting his new pillows in the hope
that they would help his sleeping position.

When I handed him two black and white cushions, he gave

me a satisfied smile, glad that they would fit into the office
interior. As a reminder, we practised his optimal sleeping and

working positions at my desk and discussed a few important
practices, like getting up from his chair and walking around

every fifteen minutes, fetching a glass of water or not having
everything within arm’s reach to allow good body circulation
and mobility.

Before his anticipated ‘quick’ fix of the neck, I gave him
a sheet showing simple neck and upper body stretching
exercises to be practised at his convenience. I advised him

to apply a cool pack to the bottom of his neck whenever he

felt discomfort instead of waiting until the symptoms had
manifested into a problem requiring treatment.

It was with great pleasure that I finished the session by

giving Mr Jefferson a short upper back and neck release.
What can often seem a severe or complicated problem can
be solved with three sessions of gentle non-invasive muscle

manipulation and light finger pressure reactivating specific
nerve receptors – and two black and white cushions!
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The positive outcome made Mr Jefferson realise the impor-

tance of maintaining a healthy body to live a fulfilling, active

and pain free life. He is now regularly taking time out for
individual and family activities and enjoying a far more
balanced personal and working life.
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CHEST PAIN AND
DISCOMFORT

Irregular Heartbeat From Stress
One of my regular clients, Mrs Hansen, called to book an

appointment sounding rather desperate and asking if it was
possible to see me within the next two hours. I suspected

that she might have injured her weak ankle, which had
previously bothered her when she attempted fitness classes.

Mrs Hansen, a lovely, sensitive and kind woman in her

mid-forties, came to me in distress. She looked pale with

slightly dilated pupils that betrayed a mental and emotional
commotion. Her voice was shaky and her body trembling.

She sat down and told me that, after challenging herself over

a period of time to do public speaking, she had been feeling

deeply stressed, tightness of the chest, some breathlessness

and an irregular heartbeat. Over the last two weeks the
symptoms had become unbearable and she had consulted
a doctor, who sent her for an EKG-Electrocardiogram to

check the electrical activity of her heart. The test confirmed
irregularity and she was given beta blockers to help stabilise
her heartbeat.
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Unfortunately the beta blockers made her heart rate drop,
causing dizziness and light-headedness. This made her

scared of driving as she was feeling out of control and not at
ease with herself. What a frustrating situation – she needed
help to regulate her heart rate, but was sensitive to the
medication.

Mrs Hansen knew my gentle therapy approach from pre-

vious treatments. All her family members were clients of

mine, and she wanted to give me a try before seeking further
medical treatment. I was very honest with her as I didn’t
know if my therapy would solve the problem, but it would

help her to relax and probably facilitate an emotional release.
After listening to her story, I asked her to lie on the bench
face-up when she felt ready. Dimming the lights, I placed

my hands on her forehead and abdomen as a calming and

welcoming gesture. She closed her eyes peacefully and the
treatment could begin.

I wanted the treatment to be simple, gentle and effective with

slow targeted moves to allow gentle neuromuscular release

of the body. From treating Mrs Hansen before I knew that

she was sensitive and the smallest touch could create a big
reaction, so I focused on her face and body during the whole
session in order to know if I needed to stop.
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I started by opening the pelvic floor by releasing two muscles, the iliacus and psoas major, with four very light finger

pressure moves at different points around the abdominal

area. Each point was treated two to three times to ensure
that the muscles and underlying structure had released to
satisfaction before I went on to the next point. Working my

way around her body from left to right, I watched for any
body shifts, reactions or changes.

Mrs Hansen’s body was already starting to relax so the

treatment could continue. To ease her tight breathing and
restricted chest movement on inhalation, I wanted to release
her upper shoulder muscles to free her thorax, and her

abdominal muscles and pectoralis to free her ribcage. The
upper back release was done with three single light pres-

sure moves to the left and right rhomboids, followed by a
single cross move over the pectoralis muscles. Instantly, Mrs
Hansen took a deep breath, a very good sign that part of her
ribcage was releasing and giving her comfort.

The rest of her ribcage was released by two small moves on

the left and right insertion of the abdominal muscles. Being

attached to the ribcage, they created an immediate lift of it

followed by a deep, relaxed breath. Her face seemed calmer

and more peaceful with less flickering around the eyes.
Gently she opened and closed her eyes, as if to tell me that
she was feeling better and would I please continue.
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To finish opening her ribcage, I made a few moves between

her ribs, freeing her breathing using gentle left and right

moves on the middle of her throat. I brushed the attention
away from her body by drawing my thumb between her

eyebrows and across her forehead. It made her smile and her
face muscles relaxed, indicating that she was feeling better
and calmer.

To release the tightness of her chest, hoping that it would

improve her emotions concerning her physical problem, I
then reactivated two points with very gentle finger pressure

at the top and base of the sternum. Taking a step back,
observing for any body reactions and changes, I let the
activation of the nerve receptors settle and gave her time

for her body to reset. Then I repeated the sequence three
times, alternating the moves on her abdominal muscles and
opening her ribcage at mid-sternum.

The session was over. I stepped away to allow Mrs Hansen

her own space, letting her body restore normal functions

and mind/body connection. After a few minutes I placed
my hand on her left shoulder and asked if she was ready to
come back and open her eyes. She said she felt good. With

no other words to disturb her journey, I asked her to roll over

and sit up, handed her a glass of water and let her reorient
and have her own moment.
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In her own time she came down from the bench and sat
on the chair, looking calm. I noticed small droplets coming

down her cheeks. She lifted her head and looked me in

the eyes, proclaiming with joy that her chest had released
and it was easier to breathe. With surprise in her voice she
suddenly said that her heart rate felt normal, stood up and
gave me a big, warm hug of gratitude.

Before finishing the session she booked a time slot for the

following week. As she walked out of the clinic, I said one
simple word: ‘Enjoy’.

A week passed and Mrs Hansen came back for her second
treatment. She looked calm, content and happy, and excit-

edly told me that the treatment had lasted and she no longer
needed to take medication. Her chest felt light and it was
easy to breathe.

She asked me to give her a booster treatment as she had to
make a public speech and was afraid it would trigger her
irregular heartbeat again. Also she asked if I would take a

look at her right shoulder as it had tightened up and was
really bothering her during her sleep.

I decided to treat the physical shoulder problem before the
emotional issue. There was no need to assess her shoulder

movements as Mrs Hansen had given a clear description
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of the tightness. There was also a visible forward pull of her
shoulder which indicated which muscles to release.

Mrs Hansen sat on the bench. With two different light
finger pressure moves on her upper back I released her

rhomboid muscle, which is usually involved when the

shoulder starts to tighten up. To counter the forward pull of
her shoulder, I released the small, slim pectoralis at the front

of her chest and the short head of her biceps with a gentle
crossover move. I let it settle, and within a few minutes the
shoulder started to relax and correct itself into alignment. To

reinforce and stabilise her shoulder, I finished the treatment
with a firm move over ligamentum nuchae in the neck as it

often tightens up with a shoulder issue. Asking Mrs Hansen
to lift her arm three times within a comfortable range of

motion, I tested and locked the shoulder moves in by action.
To continue the treatment for the irregular heartbeat, I

asked Mrs Hansen to lie down and pretty much repeated
the first successful session, keeping it simple and gentle with

close observation to adapt to the slightest change of facial
expression or body reaction. Then I let Mrs Hansen rest
before asking her to sit up and offering her a glass of water.

Mrs Hansen stepped down from the bench and felt remark-

ably good with an overall physical and emotional calmness.
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Her heartbeat had settled and her chest was relaxing and

expanding with the effect of increasing oxygen to her brain.
Before she left the clinic, we practised a breathing technique

called 7/11 that she could use in the future if needed. Two
months later, Mrs Hansen sent me an email to let me know

that she had seen the doctor, who was very happy with her
progress. She did not have to take beta blockers anymore and
she only had to have a medical check-up every six months.
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Flatulence And Reflux
The first client of the day, Mrs Hendrix, was a professional
singer. Tall, slim and well-dressed, she was a kind woman in
her early forties wearing a beautiful necklace. I greeted her
as I always greet a new client: with a handshake. This not

only creates trust, it also gives me some information about

the client’s physical and emotional state: is their handshake
firm, soft, weak, cold, warm? Is any pressure being applied
from their individual fingers?

Mrs Hendrix’s handshake was soft with minimal pressure

and a trace of heat, telling me that she might be insecure, in
distress or maybe even shy.

I asked her to come in and take a seat and offered her a

glass of water, letting her settle and become familiar with

the location to make her feel comfortable and relaxed before
registration. When she had settled, she opened up and told
me her story.
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For three years she had been suffering from Gastro

Oesophagus Reflux, causing burns and swelling in her
throat and larynx and stomach bloating. The symptoms were
with her for most of the day, a constant reminder that she
wasn’t healthy, and they made her feel tired and took away
her focus. The worst thing for her, though, was that she’d had
to put her career as a professional singer on standby because
the constant discomfort in her throat made it difficult for
her to sing. She was afraid that it might ruin her voice and
she’d never be able to return to singing again.
She had tried different kinds of medication, nutritionists,
homeopathy and osteopathy treatments with minimal relief
and no permanent positive outcome. She had even tried to
change her diet several times, cutting out dairy products and
hot, spicy food, but it did not give her any relief. She was
distressed and had come to the point in her life where she
was open to trying almost anything to get better and live the
life she wanted the most: singing.
As she was sitting in front of me telling me about her
sufferings, I observed a forward tilt of her pelvis, tightness
in her chest, forward rounded shoulders and her head held
in a forward and slightly tilted position. This immediately
gave me important first-hand information on the physical
releases that needed to be addressed, which nerve receptors
needed to be reactivated or desensitised to unlock muscle
memory for specific muscle groups, underlying structure
and organs.
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Mrs Hendrix asked me, almost begging, if I was able to
help her. I told her honestly that I believed I would be able
to reduce some of her discomfort, but as with any other
non-routine issues, the outcome of the first session would
be the best indicator.

I asked her to lie face-up on the bench, switched the light

to dim and kept the room silent, with no music to interfere
with her senses. This would enable her to be within herself

and enjoy the journey. I placed a blanket over her lower body

to give her a feeling of comfort and security, although she
was fully clothed.

My first objective was to relieve her bloating. I did this by
opening her pelvic floor, releasing three muscles, the iliacus, the oblique and the psoas major, with four light finger

pressure moves around her abdominal area, working my way

from left to right. Each move I repeated a maximum of three
times, depending on the response I felt in my fingertips and
her visible body changes. I noticed a very subtle release of

her abdominal bloating as her stomach started to release gas.
My next objective was to rebalance and restore normal

function of the oesophagus, the intention being to reduce
the debilitating reflux that caused the constant burn in her

throat, with two very gentle connecting touches above and

below the sternum. Stepping back to observe and let it
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settle, I then released her ribcage with two small moves on

the left and right insertion of the abdominal muscles and a
few moves between her ribs. That created an immediate lift
of her ribcage and made Mrs Hendrix take a deep breath.

The third and final objective in the first session was to release
the forward pull of her neck and reactivate and rebalance her

digestive system. To release part of the forward pull, I made
small outward moves over the neck rotator muscle, called
SCM. Lastly, I made the most gentle and precise moves

around her jaw joint, temple and chin. These are often the
most powerful moves because they activate some of the cra-

nial nerves regulating the heart, lungs and digestive system
with the positive effect of aligning the neck.

During the last few minutes of the treatment I noticed that
Mrs Hendrix had fallen into a peaceful sleep. Her lower back

in contact with the bench, arms open, palms facing upwards,
she had a small smile on her face.

I did not want to disturb her peaceful sleep and stepped

away to allow her to have her own time to rest. Her body
would let her know when it was ready to come back. Within
five minutes Mrs Hendrix opened her eyes and felt ready to

get up. She sat on the bench drinking a glass of water. With
surprise in her voice, she told me that she no longer had
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the uncomfortable bloated feeling in her stomach and her
throat already felt less sore.

For the first time since she entered the clinic, I heard a trace

of hope in her voice. She stepped down with an upright

body, looking more confident and at ease with herself, and
then asked the usual questions: would the treatment last and

what could she do to maintain the positive result? My best
recommendation was for her to enjoy life and stop tracking

the body for uncomfortable symptoms. When asked about

suggested diet plan, I advised her to eat what made her feel
good. As long as we eat a healthy balanced diet, I believe
that listening to our body is the best indicator of what it
needs.

On the second session Mrs Hendrix gave me a soft but firm
handshake. She was walking with an upright posture and
a relaxed and confident attitude. She sat down and could
hardly wait to tell me the good news that her symptoms had

reduced to a minor tenderness of the throat and occasional
stomach flatulence. Before starting her second treatment, I

mentioned that it might be a good idea for her to stop wear-

ing necklaces with a pendent resting on top of the sternum.
These can create discomfort and influence the voice because

they constantly irritate the nerve receptor that activates the
oesophagus.
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Within the next couple of weeks, Mrs Hendrix received two

more sessions with an almost identical approach to the first.
She could hardly express how grateful she was for the amaz-

ing results: her throat had healed and felt soft and smooth,
she was eating her normal healthy diet without experiencing

reflux and her intestines had settled into a normal peristaltic

rhythm with no flatulence. She was beaming with energy
and told me that she had already started practising her voice
exercises without any setbacks.

I could sense her determination one day to be able to stand

on stage again, singing in front of her beloved audience. For

her it was a dream that had seemed shattered for three years,
but finally she was able to verbalise it and dared to believe
that her dream might come true.

The last good news I heard from Mrs Hendrix was a few
months later. She sent me a thank you email for helping

her to work and live her passion once again. Her dream had

finally come true: she had performed as a professional singer

in front of nearly five hundred people just three weeks earlier.
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LYMPHATIC
DRAINAGE ISSUES

Post Breast Cancer Surgery
Throughout my years of working as a therapist I have had
the privilege of meeting and treating many different people
with different diagnoses, pain and discomforts. With age
I have realised that my own life experiences can often be
the best guidelines for me as a therapist and for my client,
as they often make it easier to understand and relate to a
client’s physical, emotional and mental problems.
Miss Tay, a thirty-two-year-old woman, was referred to me
by a well-known oncologist in Singapore for three sessions
of lymphatic treatment of the upper extremities following
right breast surgery six months before. She’d undergone
axillary dissection and the removal of all lymph nodes in her
right armpit, followed by chemotherapy, radiotherapy and
hormonal therapy.
The moment Miss Tay walked into the clinic I knew that I
would not just be treating a physical condition. She needed
emotional and mental support to help her overcome her fear
and anxiety about her unknown future. Listening, intuition
and support would be of the utmost importance in creating
trust, comfort and ease.
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She had come straight from a Pilates class and was dressed
in tight-fitting exercise clothing that made her skinny body
look very fragile. Her ribs and shoulder joints were visible
through the clothes. On her head she wore a blue and white

scarf to compensate for her hair loss and camouflage her
pale face. She tried to look strong and confident, but her

body was clearly exhausted, sending out a message that it

had gone through a hard time. Miss Tay was bent forward,
her right shoulder tugged against her chest, her arm swollen
and her head slightly tilted towards the shoulder.

I asked her to take a seat, have a glass of water and register

before we went into the treatment room for a personal

conversation and assessment. At first, she appeared shy and

uncomfortable in her own skin. Only when I told her that

even the strongest person needed someone to hold their

hand and tell them things are going to be okay every once in

a while did she relax and let go of her bottled up emotions.
Her tears flowed as she told me that she had not known for
months if she would survive and she still woke up during the

night scared about the future and whether she ever would be
clear of cancer.

I think that in many situations it is better to be silent and just
listen instead of trying to find the right words. This was one

of those moments. Words can seem very empty and can be
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perceived in many different ways. I let her have her moment
of tears and fear, and only when she had stopped crying did
I ask her to tell her story. She said that she was the eldest

of three siblings, still living at home and helping the family
financially with the household expenses. She was a graphic
designer with an interesting job in a good company, had

been in a steady and loving relationship for the last five years
and was fortunate to have heartfelt support from both her

family and her boyfriend. Her interests included swimming
and jogging, but she had been unable to participate in either
activity since being diagnosed with aggressive stage three
breast cancer just four months ago.

The breast cancer had come as a shock to her without any
warning signs. Within a couple of days, she had undergone

surgery. Her deepest fears were her chances of surviving, and
whether she would ever be able to have children, get back
to work and help the family financially. Finally, would she

ever regain her health and strength enough to live the active,
fulfilling life she had enjoyed before?

Besides fighting her fears, she was suffering from loss
of sensation around her right chest and armpit area and
uncomfortable swelling of her right arm, which was one and

a half times the size of her left arm. The tightness in the front

of her shoulder had resulted in her having only an 85 degree
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abduction and very limited shoulder extension and rotation
movements. She was getting advice from a nutritionist, and

had physiotherapy twice weekly to release her shoulder and
increase circulation in her right upper arm.

I sensed her need for a very caring and connected treatment.
My first objective was to release her from the physical dis-

comfort in her arm to enable her to get back to an active life.
I asked her to lie on the table and placed a blanket over her

fragile body. Placing the palms of my hands on her chest and
abdomen, I ‘asked’ permission to start the treatment. This
also allowed me to feel the tensions of her body.

I began the lymphatic treatment on her left side by stim-

ulating the lymph nodes in her inguinal region, working

my way around her body from left to right while applying
slow, gentle and tailored moves on different parts of the

body. Each move was finely tuned with the right touch,
timing and words, while I closely observed and adjusted to

the needs of Miss Tay at any given moment. Within a few

minutes Miss Tay started to relax, with a deeper and more

regular inhalation on each breath. I noticed her arms were
rolling outwards, her facial expression had softened and that
she was starting to look comfortable and at ease.

Stepping away, I let her have her own space to settle and
process the treatment and internal journey through her
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emotions without interruption. A soft smile and tear

droplets were the first small signals telling me that she was
getting ready to open her eyes. I placed my left hand on her

right shoulder and asked if she was ready to come back, and

got her into a sitting position. Handing her a glass of water,
I let her reorient herself.

She told me that the treatment had brought her through a

beautiful moment of calmness, lightness and inner peace.
The physical results were very visible: the swelling of her
right arm had almost subsided, and the anterior tightness

of her shoulder had released with a mobility improvement
of 75%. Miss Tay was astonished with the impressive result

from just one treatment and wanted to come back as soon
as possible. We scheduled the next two sessions with five
days in between to allow time for her body to detox and

assimilate within its own capacity, and I advised her to drink

plenty of fluids, get sufficient sleep and go for walks in the
countryside to activate her body and silence her mind.

After three lymphatic treatments she had no more swelling

in her right arm and her shoulder presented a full range of

motion. The physical improvements made her feel stronger

and healthier as she was able to perform her daily activities

without constantly being reminded of her own limitations.
That opened her eyes to the joy of life again, and she began
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to go swimming and took up yoga classes to improve her
mind and body awareness.

Although Miss Tay has finished her treatment sessions with

me, she often stops by the clinic to say hello and give me
an update of her tremendously positive physical, social and
mental progress. When time allows she sits with me, sometimes in silence, or we practise breathing exercises or positive

thinking to help her change restrictive and limiting beliefs.
Needless to say I have become more than just a therapist for

her. I’m more of an anchor point in her life when she needs
it the most.

A year after being diagnosed with aggressive stage three

cancer, Miss Tay’s hair has grown back, she has gained

weight, her skin looks radiant and she is now back to working full-time in her old company. This helps her and her

family financially, lifting a burden from her shoulders. She

has settled into a healthy routine, participating in enjoy-

able activities and learning to make choices that she loves.
Mentally she has become much stronger, and she and her

boyfriend have set a date for their wedding in the hope that
one day they will be blessed with a child.
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Blocked Ear With Itchiness
One late afternoon I received a phone call from a woman
sounding keen to book an immediate appointment for her
nine-year-old son. He had just twisted his ankle during a
football training session and needed treatment as soon as

possible to prevent it turning into a long-term problem. I
asked her to ice, elevate and rest the ankle and bring her son
to my clinic within the hour.

In half an hour Mrs Pederson walked through the door
with her son Oliver, still dressed in his muddy blue sports
gear and holding on to her arm for support to avoid bearing

any weight on his right foot. It was obvious that he was in
agony and trying his best to hold back the tears. I introduced

myself and asked Oliver to lie down on the table to rest,
as I could see he was tired with sweat trickling down his
forehead and arms and around his neck.

In general I prefer to be alone with my clients when treating

them to avoid any third person interference and to give me a
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better opportunity to concentrate on the client and tailor the
treatment to their needs, but in this case, I let Mrs Pederson

stay as Oliver was anxious about having treatment from an

unfamiliar person. To make Oliver relaxed and comfortable,
I placed pillows under his head and knees and applied an
ice pack to his ankle, breaking the tension by asking him

about his favourite football club. That made him talk, and he

excitedly told me about Chelsea and the players he idolised,
and how he wished to be a professional football player one
day.

The football conversation was a good topic as it took Oliver’s

attention away from his ankle, which I closely examined

for swelling, haematoma, range of motion and tenderness.
The injury did not look severe, with only minor swelling on

the lateral right ankle, tenderness on full passive range of
motion and no obvious reason to send him to a doctor for
further assessment.

When I felt Oliver was at ease with the situation, I started
treating his ankle as we continued sharing our common inter-

est in football, and I told him that I had played on the right

wing as a young girl. That really got his attention and he hardly
noticed when I made two separate gentle moves behind both

calves to stimulate the blood circulation, followed by a few
moves across the front of his lower leg and feet.
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The treatment itself took about seven minutes and resulted

in an almost immediate noticeable reduction of the swelling
and tenderness in his right ankle. I finished with a soft fitted

ankle bandage to protect and strengthen the joint and the

surrounding tendons and tissues. It might not have been

needed, but I felt that it would give Oliver comfort and
encourage him to put light weight on his foot.

It was time for Oliver to sit up and have a glass of water.
Gone were his agony and stress. Now he wanted to know
how soon he would be able to play football again. Instead

of trying to predict the unpredictable, I asked him to ice his
ankle and elevate it whenever possible for two days, followed

by cool packs until all the swelling and discomfort had gone.
That would be the right time for him to go back to his
beloved football and test the strength of the ankle.

During the session I had noticed that Oliver’s eyes looked

dull and tired with dark shadows below them, and that he
kept scratching his left ear. When he had left the room and
was happily sitting outside playing with Lego, I told Mrs

Pederson about my observations and asked if he had an issue
with his ear. She said that he had suffered from ear infections

and stuffed sinuses for almost six months and had received

antibiotics four times from an ear, nose and throat specialist.
The medication had given some short-term relief, but he
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was still left with an ear that was almost constantly blocked,
painful and itchy. She was a bit surprised that I had noticed

his distractions during the ankle treatment and wanted to
know if I treated blocked sinuses and ear problems.

On the second visit a week later, Oliver walked into the

clinic with no ankle support and bearing his full weight
on his right foot, but he still had some tenderness, a sign

that his body’s defence mechanism was protecting it from

rigorous activities. Before attending to his ear issue, I gave
his ankle a booster treatment and let it rest while taking a
full new case history.

Mrs Pederson gave me a detailed analysis of Oliver’s blocked

sinuses and left ear, how the itchiness and pain affected not
only Oliver’s personal and social life but also the whole fam-

ily’s. The four antibiotic treatments had weakened his body
and made him tired, the pain and itchiness made him feel
agitated, and he found it difficult to focus. The skin in his
ear lobe was sore as he simply couldn’t stop scratching and it

disturbed his sleep at night, which kept him from attending
sleepover parties at his friends’ houses.

Oliver was the middle boy of three and used to share a

bedroom with his younger brother, but to avoid waking the
brother during the night, Oliver was now sleeping with his
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parents in the master bedroom. Consequently none of them
got sufficient sleep. Everyone was exhausted and wondered

what would be the next step towards a real and long-lasting
solution.

I asked Mrs Pederson to take a seat in the waiting room as
Oliver felt confident being with me on his own. Without me

having to ask him, he jumped onto the table and waited for
me to begin the session. Dimming the light, I covered him

with a soft blanket and began the most gentle lymphatic

drainage of his chest, throat and sinuses, which put him
to sleep in just seven minutes. The session was done in a
sequence of three rounds, releasing his abdominal area with
four light connected finger pressure points, then a few gentle

moves below his ribcage and over his sternum to release his
respiratory area. This was followed by small draining moves

across his throat and sinuses, around his eyes, nose and chin,
finishing the treatment with a few comforting touches of his
chest and head.

Oliver woke up with a small smile on his face and asked to

get up. While he was sitting on the edge of the table reorienting himself, drinking a glass of water, he suddenly looked
me in the eyes and said that his ears felt less blocked and

painful. The positive outcome confirmed the effectiveness
of draining the sinus, and we decided on two subsequent
sessions, each five days apart.
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On each visit his symptoms progressively decreased. His

eyes were alive and clear, his skin bright, fresh and healed,
he had a free pathway in his ear and no more itchiness or

pain. After nearly six months of suffering, Oliver was now
sleeping properly at night and had moved back into his

bedroom with his brother. His energy was improving and he

found it easier to focus on his homework and during classes.
The family was back on track and able to enjoy an active

life, and Oliver was again happily socialising and attending
sleepover parties.

The last time I saw Oliver, his sprained right ankle had
healed and he had gained enough strength to rejoin his

football team. As we parted, I couldn’t stop myself from

letting him know that I was a big fan of Manchester United
Football Club.
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Post Slipped Disc Surgery
Usually I would go out for a walk during my lunch break to

get some fresh air, but on this particular day I decided to stay

in the clinic to sort out some paperwork for my forthcoming

workshop on easy muscle management. The phone rang,
and when I picked it up I heard a weak and troubled voice
introducing herself as Mrs Lopez.

Mrs Lopez had been advised by a friend to consult me about

post-surgery pain symptoms. She had been discharged from
hospital only two days before and was now resting in bed at

home, trying to recuperate following slipped disc surgery on
her lower back, L4/5. She asked me if I would be able to help
her, and if so how I could do the treatment as it would be very

difficult for her to get to my clinic due to her limited mobility
and severe pain. I said that I might be able to help her, and
that I would be happy to do a home visit around 6pm.

Before I even entered Mrs Lopez’s home, I was aware of her

sufferings and had a good idea about her needs and how I
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might help her, as I had gone through a similar experience
myself many years ago. Mrs Lopez herself opened the door, a

small, kind woman in her early forties dressed in loose fitting
clothes, and greeted me with a warm handshake. She asked

me to follow her to the master bedroom and immediately lay
down on the king sized bed, exhausted from getting up to

open the front door. Just by observing her cautious steps and

stiff upright body, I knew that she was not only in pain, but
also trying to control her movements to protect her recent
surgical procedure from any sudden undesirable twists.

Three days prior to my first home visit, Mrs Lopez had

undergone her successful slipped disc surgery. She now had
intense neural pain running down her right leg all the way
to her big toe, which made it difficult for her to sleep, sit or
get out of bed. She was wearing a lower back girdle, tight

fitting stockings to prevent thrombosis, taking strong pain
medication and had been recommended bed rest until the
neural leg pain got better. Needless to say, she was drained of

physical and mental energy and worried about the progno-

sis, as two years previously she had undergone two identical
surgeries within three months.

Mrs Lopez was a mother of two teenage children, part-time
teacher and married to an executive businessman, who travelled abroad for most of the week. She was without a doubt
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the anchor of the family, almost like a logistics manager on

whom her husband and children depended to take care of

the family’s personal and social activities. In the midst of
her sufferings, she radiated so much kindness and love, and
seemed to be the type of character who would care for other
people’s needs before her own.

I sat on a wooden stool next to her bed while she talked
about how she had felt inadequate as a wife and mother for

the last two years and all the worries her limited mobility
and pain had caused her husband and children. I let her talk

for a short while, then stopped her and asked her to focus

on how she really wanted to live the life she loved. I gave her
time to digest my question, then she expressed her desire to

be pain free and gain enough physical mobility to complete
daily activities like cooking, swimming, working, travelling
and taking part in a social life with her family and friends.

When her emotional fears had diminished and her body
started to relax, I went over to her bedside and asked if she

felt ready for the session. I made her comfortable with a
small pillow under her neck and a larger pillow under her
knees.

My knowledge and experience has taught me that a body in

distress can be highly sensitive and needs to be treated with
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minimal input, and even the smallest touch at specific points
can have the greatest effect. My objectives were to encourage

a gentle muscle release of her lower back and pelvic region
by reactivating specific nerve receptors and to reset and

desensitise the tingling nerve running down her right leg.
With full concentration, constantly observing Mrs Lopez’s
bodily reactions and facial expressions, I moved from left
to right by creeping around the bed while connecting a few

light finger touches on her pelvis and lower back. I stepped

away to let her body absorb the information and noticed a
slight release of her tension and a tiny sigh.

I let my own body remember the symptoms. My past slipped
disc surgery allowed me to connect with Mrs Lopez’s tingling nerve, understanding her needs and guiding me in the

process of the treatment. I let my fingers guide me down
her leg and finished by treating both lower legs to instil

balance and stability. Again I stepped away from the bed to
let Mrs Lopez have her own space without me interfering

with her internal journey. She looked very peaceful, with the
lines on her forehead softening and her lips forming a mild
expression.

There was no need for a lot of words. When I knew that
she was feeling good, I informed her that I would be back

in three days, and in the meantime she was most welcome
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to contact me if needed. Placing my home phone number
on her bedside table, I walked out of the room to be greeted

by her tall, friendly daughter, Michelle, who had just come

home from a basketball game. I sensed her concern for her
mother and the strain her mother’s pain caused, and assured
her that her mother would be fine but needed some time to
rest and heal. As an occupational therapist and a mother, I

was interested to know who managed the household, and
was delighted when Michelle said that a part-time helper
came in daily and good friends of the family brought over
warm meals.

Three days later I went back to Mrs Lopez’s house and was

greeted with so much kindness and gratitude by a well-

dressed and freshly showered woman. She looked so different with a softer posture and energetic attitude. Eagerly

she told me about the improvements that had manifested

within hours of the first treatment. Her pain had reduced
significantly, enabling her to get a good night’s sleep for the
first time in weeks. Her energy gain had helped her to get

out of bed, sit down for a short time, walk around and carry

out her personal grooming and minor household chores.
She claimed that calling me for a treatment was the best
thing she had ever done and put her full trust in my hands
for a full recovery.
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We proceeded with the session in the same way as the first

time with her lying on the bed and me stepping around the

bed. The big difference on this visit was that Mrs Lopez was
able to get out of bed after the treatment to lock it in with
action. Those few actions often manifest a real and longer
lasting effect.

Before I left, we scheduled a third session. Her tingling leg

pain had reduced to only a small discomfort in her lower leg
and she felt lighter and more relaxed. The positive outcome

had made her feel confident she would get her health back
and she was very much looking forward to the next day’s
follow-up with her orthopaedic surgeon.

The next morning I received a pleasant text message from Mrs

Lopez confirming her continued positive progress, increased
energy and the surgeon’s satisfaction. His recommendation

was for her to reduce her pain medication, increase daily
mobility and continue with her chosen therapy sessions.

When treating people in severe pain, especially post op
clients, I feel a strong satisfaction from working in a team

of health practitioners. It creates trust and ease for the client
and also indicates which steps and precautions need to be in
focus for an optimal rehabilitation.

When I saw Mrs Lopez for her third visit she was in really
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good spirits, although her lower leg and foot tingling and

tenderness had increased as she had become more active
and independent. By the fourth and last session, she had

resumed her previous active life as a homemaker and part-

time teacher and was eager to get the green light from her

surgeon to take up swimming again and rebuild muscle
strength and lower back mobility. She was confident of being

able to return to an active and healthy life, and her husband

and children now didn’t have to concern themselves with
her recovery and were able to focus on their own demanding
tasks at work and school.

Since then Mrs Lopez has come for an occasional treatment

to maintain good health and body alignment. She is now in
her sixth year of being active and pain free and is enjoying
life to the full together with her family and good friends.
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Lower Back Pain With Sciatica
I was eating breakfast with my family before heading off

to work when I received a message on my private mobile
phone from one of my regular clients, Mrs Poston, asking
me to come for a house visit that same day. Her husband was
in severe lower back pain and unable to come to the clinic.

A few hours later I stepped into a lovely three storey house
with a long narrow wooden staircase leading upstairs. Mrs

Denise Poston, a therapist herself, welcomed me with her
familiar wide smile, a kind hug and gratitude for my coming

over at such a short notice. She asked me to follow her up
the narrow staircase to meet her husband in their study
room on the third floor.

Mr Jeffrey Poston, a tall and slim executive in his late thirties, greeted me in his open airy typically Asian study. His

handshake was warm and sweaty and his posture stiff and
upright. He was dressed comfortably in loose fitting run-

ning shorts and a loose T-shirt to avoid any tight garment
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irritation around his agonised lower back. He was very
polite and tried to stand still while talking to me, but found

it difficult as standing still for any length of time aggravated
his already excruciating pain.

In the middle of the study, beside a large shelf bursting with

books, Mrs Poston had thoughtfully placed her massage
table to accommodate me with a comfortable working

position. As Mr Poston kept walking around the room,
he told me he had woken up that morning at 4am with a

locked lower back, pain running posteriorly into both legs,
and he experienced severe pain when he attempted any kind
of movements. He was trying to cope without taking pain

medication and he was not interested in seeing a medical
practitioner at this stage.

If honest, I was a bit concerned whether I should proceed
with treating him as I had no medical reference and there

had been no investigation into the cause. He had no recent
injuries, nor previous health issues, and was physically fit

and healthy. After Mr Poston agreed that he would consult
a doctor if my treatment didn’t yield an improvement, I
decided to go ahead with this one session.

His locked lower back, forward tilted pelvis and agonising
pain in his legs would be even more aggravated by placing
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him on the table. To accommodate Mr Poston in the most
comfortable position, I started off by releasing his lower

back and pelvic muscles while he was standing. That would
allow him to walk around in between the moves and give his

body time to readjust when needed. By connecting two light

finger pressure points at his mid back and behind his knee,
I managed to release some of the back tension. I proceeded
with a couple of gentle cross moves on his lower back, hip

and sacral region, after which he was able to move more
freely. Then he wanted to lie down.

He was exhausted and sweating from being in pain for more

than ten hours. With slow, stiff and controlled movements,
he managed to get onto the table, lying on his back and rest-

ing on a cool pack. When he felt ready I released his front

pelvic and hip muscles with very gentle moves. Suddenly he
said he felt a subtle drop of his pelvis that made it easier for
him to relax his lower back.

The complete session lasted no more than twenty minutes.
It was now time for him to get down from the table and
walk around to let his body do its own readjustments. Mr

Poston rolled onto his left side and managed to get off the
table with difficulty and support. Coming down from the

table did him good, though, as he was free to move around
and get into a more comfortable and relaxed posture. His
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pelvis had released mildly, giving him less pain.
Mr Poston was pleased with the small positive changes,
and was sure he’d be able to go to work the next day. I was
more hesitant and advised him to rest at home, take it easy

and let his body heal before making any decisions about
getting back into his office chair. Although he had resisted

taking pain medication, I gave him the contact details of two

orthopaedic doctors in case he needed them. Before I left,
we agreed he would see me, if possible in the clinic, within

three days. I left the cosy house confident that he was in the
good hands of his therapist wife.

Two days later, on a Friday afternoon Mr Poston came to
my clinic for his second visit. I was surprised to see him

walking through the door, dressed in his dark business suit
despite his rigid movements telling me that he was still in
pain. He told me that he had felt much better after the first

treatment and had decided to go to work, but prolonged
sitting had made matters worse and he was now experiencing an uncomfortable tightness around his tailbone together
with a heavy sensation in both upper legs.

I was actually a bit worried and asked if he wanted to see
a doctor to have the problem properly investigated before

we continued with the treatment. Mr Poston was adamant
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about continuing with the non-invasive therapy approach
he had chosen and asked me to proceed. I started the session

as on the previous occasion by releasing his lower back and

pelvis while he was standing followed by a short session on

the table. Afterwards he walked with greater ease around

the clinic and informed me that he had experienced a completely pain free moment. Both of us were delighted. Mr

Poston was very optimistic, while I was still concerned about
the actual diagnosis and was determined he should consult a

specialist if the problem persisted over the coming weekend.
It was a great pleasure to watch Mr Poston coming to the
clinic the following Monday with free, relaxed and energetic

movements. He had slept well for the first time in five days,
was back to work full-time, pain free and with full mobility. As I had expected after what was probably a pinched

nerve in his lower back causing immense muscle tension

and imbalance, his body was still sore and tight, especially
around his lower back, pelvis and behind both upper legs in

the hamstring muscles. This made sitting very difficult and

uncomfortable. However, I was confident that my gentle
therapy approach would allow Mr Poston’s body to reorient

to its original healthy state without further interventions.
One or two more treatments would be enough to help rebal-

ance the muscles, and with sufficient rest and mobilisation,
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he would probably be back to his active and busy life within
a few days.

Mr Poston received a total of four treatments within two

weeks. On his third visit he claimed to his amazement that

he was free of all pain and discomfort and felt as if his body
had realigned to a very healthy and relaxed state. He was

determined to get back to his old regime of long bicycle

rides with his group of friends at weekends and regular
home stretching programme. Before giving my honest opin-

ion, I once again suggested he should see a specialist, as an
investigation would provide a good guideline for the cause
of the problem and how to advise proper rehabilitation. He
wasn’t keen, and I respected his decision.

Within the week, he was again living an active life, back on

the saddle and riding 80km with his buddies. Unfortunately,
he experienced a relapse within fourteen months and called

for my help. This time he agreed to consult an orthopaedic
specialist for further investigations, and rightly so. The MRI

concluded L4/5 and L5/S1 annular tears and generalised

disc bulges were causing the extreme pain in his back and
radiating pain into both legs. He was recommended physiotherapy and given pain and anti-inflammatory medicine.

Fortunately we managed to relieve his pain in three visits

without any invasive medical intervention. His continued
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efforts to look after his body with regular stretching and

strengthening exercises and a well-balanced lifestyle means
he is now enjoying an active and pain free life.
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Hip Pain With Sacral Inflammation
I received an email from a new client, Mr Mustafa, who had

been advised to contact me by his long-term friend, briefly

explaining his problems and requesting an appointment.
This was an ideal first introduction as it gave me time to
prepare and think about the possible scenarios he might

present and what way might be the best to approach the
problem.

Mr Mustafa arrived at the clinic early in the morning as the

first client of the day. He was a tall, polite, well-trained and
slim self-employed entrepreneur in his late thirties wearing
classic shorts and a polo shirt. I introduced myself, greeted

him with a handshake and welcomed him to my place,
asking him to follow me to the treatment room and take

a seat on the chair next to my desk. Just by looking at his
forward twisted body and pale, tense facial expression, it was

obvious even to a non-professional practitioner that he was
in agony and asking for help.
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After the initial registration, Mr Mustafa gave me a detailed
description of eight years of suffering that had started with

a degenerative disc condition of the lower vertebrae L5,
causing lower back pain. This he had eased to some extent
by attending multiple physiotherapy sessions, performing

daily self-help stretches and taking weekly Pilates classes,
but over the past year the severity of the lower back pain
had increased, manifesting in extreme pain around his right
sacrum. It had become so unbearable that he finally decided

to consult an orthopaedic specialist in the hope of getting
some relief and was sent for an MRI test. The test indicated
an inflammation which was treated with an injection into
the inflamed joint, but unfortunately the treatment didn’t

reduce the symptoms and Mr Mustafa was left with

debilitating sacral and hip pain, weakness in his hip and an

uncomfortable sensation running into his anterior thigh.
He had to take pain medication when it was at its worse.
As if that wasn’t enough, a constant spasm had lately been
triggering in his upper back, radiating tingling into his right
shoulder.

Mr Mustafa was a well-educated man in the process of
growing his own company, which required many hours of

hard work in front of the computer and visiting customers.

He was married to a professional full-time working wife,
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who was expecting their second child in three months. They

already had a two-year-old daughter. His weekends were
usually packed with trying to catch up on household chores
and personal and family activities to accommodate all their
needs and interests.

He radiated despair as he was sitting next to me, trying to
place most of his body weight on his left buttock to avoid

pressure on his right lower back. His right upper body was in

posterior rotation. He was drained and losing hope of ever

returning to his best, an active and pain free life. His years
of living in constant pain had made an enormous impact on

his personal and social life. He was no longer able to play

tennis or enjoy long distance bicycle racing with his friends.
He felt inadequate as a father for not being able to interact
actively with his energetic daughter, and as a husband for
constantly complaining and having little energy to embrace
their loving and expanding family.

Apart from being in pain and trying to cope with his responsibilities as a business owner, husband, father and friend, he had

started to bottle up his emotions, and at times felt lonely and

bitter. He felt that his wife no longer took his complaints seriously, family and friends found them trivial and were annoyed
at hearing the same old story, and health practitioners had
stopped listening as nothing seemed to help.
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I knew that the most effective help I could offer at this

moment would be a sincere listening ear. Just by having the

opportunity to express his frustrations without interference,
questions or doubt, Mr Mustafa would most likely be able

to release some of his physical and emotional tension. When

he had settled and felt at ease, we talked about common

interests and life experiences to create trust, letting him
know that I was not only a health practitioner, but also a
‘normal’ human being with sincere objectives to help him
move forward in life. I gave him a brief introduction to my
therapy: how it was applied, what to expect and my hesitation about whether I could reduce his inflammation without
medical intervention.
We agreed on giving three consecutive treatments a chance
to ensure enough time for a positive outcome before making
any further predictions. My first intention was to reset
his weak body balance that had, with a small push to his
shoulder, proved unstable on his arrival. Secondly I would
release his lower back, sacrum and right hip to improve joint
flexibility and blood circulation to the inflamed area. Thirdly
I would release his upper back muscles to stop the spasm
and right shoulder tingling and reduce a noticeably large
area of swelling around his shoulder blade.
Most of the treatment was done with Mr Mustafa standing
or sitting to avoid any further tension in his lower back and
pelvis. I applied a few gentle targeted moves across specific
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muscles and tendons and light finger pressure on nerve
receptor points. In total the session was only twenty-five
minutes, including assessment, breaks and locking in with
action. Then came the exciting part for the client and for me:
seeing if the treatment had created positive changes.
Mr Mustafa kept moving around the room while testing
his pelvic mobility, and to his surprise he felt lightness and
increased flexibility of his lower back and hip joint. The
biggest change he noticed was in his right shoulder with
a remarkable reduction of pain and swelling. These small
positive changes gave Mr Mustafa some reassurance that
there might be hope for him to return to a normal active life.
Before scheduling the second appointment, we discussed
what he could do to help maintain and improve his ongoing
rehabilitation. One recommendation was to use a cool pack
on the sore and implicated areas. He could also continue
with his physiotherapy sessions, stretching exercises and
Pilates, and stay active with his cycling as long as he paid
close attention to his body’s signals and moved within his
range of comfort.
A week later, Mr Mustafa arrived at my clinic for his second
session with newfound energy and a big smile on his face.
He expressed his joy at having been able to cycle 20km and
play a game of tennis without his body locking up and twisting or suffering constant unbearable pain. He could hardly
wait to get on the table for more treatment in the hope of
feeling even better in another twenty minutes.
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After the second and third treatment, most of his pelvic pain
and discomfort, inflammation of his sacral joint, weakness
of his hip, upper back spasm and shoulder swelling had left
him, and he had returned to a normal and healthy state.
I received a text message: Hi, Else, I am having a pain free
morning for the first time since I remember. I just can’t believe it.
With gratitude, Mr Mustafa.

Mr Mustafa’s dream of living a normal life has been fulfilled.
He no longer feels inadequate or spends time asking for

help from different health practitioners. He has returned to

his demanding job and is now able to enjoy his family and
friends, talking about the next step with confidence.
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Tail Bone Injury
One morning over a cup of coffee I was checking my emails

and found that I had received a note from Mr John Hansson,
a twenty-one-year-old university student from Brisbane in

Australia, who was visiting his parents in Singapore. Mr
Hansson had been injured in a riding incident two years ago

and was writing to seek an appointment for the following
morning.

On his arrival I greeted a short blond man with a stiff upright

posture wearing loose fitting shorts and a large T-shit

hanging well below his buttocks. He appeared troubled and
cautious and returned my handshake with a weak sweaty
palm. Without bending down, he managed to kick off his
untied trainers by shaking his feet, and I noticed that he was
using an insole in both shoes.

I found it brave of this young man to come unaccompanied
by his parents to an unfamiliar therapist. I asked John to
follow me to the quiet treatment room and take a seat in
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front of my chair, placing my right hand softly onto the
back of his left shoulder blade and gently guiding him along

the short entrance corridor. To give him time to relax and
become familiar with the situation, I then went to get us
both some water. Handing him a glass of water, I placed
a nice soft cushion under his bottom to bring him into a
comfortable sitting position.

After a few minutes of silence he seemed to relax and I asked
him to tell me his story. To begin with this was difficult for

him as he was very vulnerable with tears streaming down his
face. I placed my hand on top of his to reassure him that it

was okay to show his emotions and I would be his listening
ear for as long as he needed.

His problems had started two years ago when training for
a horse riding competition in Queensland. The horse had

abruptly stopped in front of an obstacle 90cm high, making

him fall onto the dry ground and land on his tailbone. At

first he had no significant pain or discomfort, just a slight
soreness around his tailbone area, so he recommenced his
training until a sharp shooting pain up his spine made it
impossible for him to stay on the horse. As the pain slowly

subsided, he thought that it would get better within a couple
of days.
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Time didn’t heal the problem. As the pain and discomfort

got worse by the day, soon intensifying and spreading up
into his spine and neck, he was advised by his worried par-

ents to seek medical advice in Brisbane. The doctor sent him
for an X-ray of the spine, the result showing a normal spine

curvature and mild misalignment of the tailbone. He was
referred for physiotherapy and given pain medication until
the symptoms had subsided.

John was relieved to know that he hadn’t suffered from

any spinal injuries and was confident of a quick recovery,
enabling him to get his normal active and carefree life back
on track. Unfortunately the physiotherapy treatments did

not solve the problem. He became more and more dependent

on wearing a girdle to support his lower back and taking

prescribed pain medication to carry out essential daily tasks.
The tenderness around his tailbone and his lower and upper

back pain made it difficult for him to sleep, sit or walk for
too long. His energy was fading as well as his focus and he

found it difficult to follow his studies to satisfaction. From
being a healthy, energetic and popular young man and a
good and focused student, he had become introverted and

inactive. John was left in despair. He was not only worried
about his own health, but also about the fact that his parents

didn’t know how best to help and support him over a long
distance.
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During his story, John continually shifted his body, trying to
ease the tension in his tailbone and back. His head was held
in a forward position, facial skin colour greyish with slightly

cloudy eyes. He asked me if I would be able to help him and
I said that I believed I might be able to relieve him from
some of the symptoms with two treatments.

The X-ray findings combined with the physically presented

problems, like back and neck pain, facial expressions and
lack of focus, gave me a strong indication of what might be

causing the problems. The tendons around his tailbone and
upper neck were too tight, causing irregular rhythm of the
electrical impulses of spinal fluid within his spinal cord.

The assessment was simple, done by testing his balance when
standing and the tightness and congestion along the sacral

border just above his tailbone and the ligamentum nuchae.
I found tightness on the right side of his tailbone and left

side tightness in his neck. Without any further assessment,
I released the implicated tendons and ligaments with gentle

small moves and finished by opening the thoracic area
between the shoulder blades.

While keeping a close eye on John, I stepped aside to let

the treatment settle and waited for possible responses before
committing to any further action. Almost immediately, he
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exclaimed that something had happened in his body. He

was not quite sure what it was or how to explain it, but he
felt better, as if his eyes had become clearer and his body
calm and more grounded.

This gave me a positive indication that some of the infor-

mation pathways had cleared, allowing his body to respond

better to other areas that needed treatment. I asked John to

rest in a relaxed position face-up on the table with a small
pillow under his neck and a larger pillow under his knees. By

observing his breathing and posture in a lying position and
with a few small tests of his hip movements, I proceeded
by releasing his major pelvic and upper body muscles to

realign his body generally and release his chest to facilitate
respiratory movements.

I let his body respond and reorient to a balanced and relaxed

state, then placed my hand on his left shoulder and asked
him if he was ready to open his eyes. He rolled over, got into

a sitting position and drank a glass of water before stepping

down to put both feet on the ground. Without saying a word,
John calmly walked around the room as if he was trying to
process unknown information.

‘I feel a soothing flow of energy emanating deeply through
my body from head to toe,’ he said. ‘It’s like I am being
reenergised and my body is repairing itself.’
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His second session was scheduled and he left the clinic in
less pain, feeling physically and emotionally calmer. On his

next visit I greeted a very happy young man wearing fitted

trousers and T-shirt. Gone was his lower back girdle, and

he was able to bend down and untie his shoelaces with ease.
He walked into the room with confidence, his upright body
indicating strength and health.

John was not just impressed with the positive result, he was

astounded and felt like he had been given a second chance
in life. His constant lower and upper back pain was gone

and he felt that his eyesight had become clearer. It was as

if he was in control of his body again. He even mentioned

that his shoe insoles had felt uncomfortable to wear after the
treatment and he no longer needed them.

I gave him a short booster treatment that within a few
minutes made him completely pain free. I was now sitting

in front of a twenty-one-year-old man ready to take his own
life back. He wanted to know how soon he was allowed to

resume physical activities like fitness training, trekking and
horseback riding. I advised him to let his body settle and
finish the adjustments it needed, then start a gentle fitness
regime. Maybe he could be guided by a professional trainer.

From notes John has sent to me, I know that he is doing
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very well in all areas of his life. I have even had the pleasure
of treating him for minor injuries sustained from his active

physical and social lifestyle. Better still, within a few months
of his initial treatments he graduated with a master’s degree
in geography.
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Chronic Knee And Achilles Pain
Mr Lee, a high-ranking air force officer in his early forties,
came to my clinic after a recommendation from a good
friend and football teammate.

The moment he walked through the door he greeted me

with a soft but firm handshake and introduced himself. He
was a short, well-trained, composed and polite man wearing

his air force physical training kit: dark blue shorts and white
T-shirt carrying the logo of his command. Without me

having to ask, he took off his black trainers and placed them
neatly next to the front door.

After we’d had a pleasant exchange about how he had been

referred to me, he sat down comfortably and told me about
the problem he hoped I would be able to solve for him. Three

years ago he had suffered a left knee injury during a four day
outdoor physical and mental strengthening programme and

had immediately been taken to see a knee specialist. Despite

agonising joint pain, there had been no visible swelling,
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haematoma or physical joint instability. Because his physically demanding job did not allow him to be immobile

for a long time, his doctor had sent him for an MRI. The

conclusion: a small tear of his left anterior cruciate ligament.
The treatment recommended was physiotherapy, sufficient

rest and limited vigorous activity until the pain had subsided.
This did help and he had made progress to the extent that

he no longer had pain at rest or during low intensity activity.
Unfortunately, he still suffered from pain in the front of his

kneecap and his Achilles tendon whenever he tried to run,
cycle, play football or trek in the mountains.

Despite his calm and gentle personality, he was really
frustrated and somehow embarrassed about his physical
disability. His job as an air force officer required him to train

his cadets, and being unable to participate he often felt that

he was just shouting instead of motivating from the front
and showing a good example.

I asked him what he expected from consulting me and over
what period of time he expected an improvement or full

recovery to occur. Being the gentleman he was, Mr Lee was

very moderate in his wants and said that he wished to get
back to pain free training within a couple of months.

I asked him if he was willing to come for two to three
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sessions. A long term problem often benefits from three
sessions, not only to solve the problem, but also to rebalance
the body after years of trying to compensate. My immediate

observation of Mr Lee’s posture and movements did not
indicate any muscle imbalance. What had caught my attention was when he had placed his trainers at the door, the left

shoe appeared more worn down compared to the right shoe.
That was my initial reason for doing a full realignment of
the body to reinforce the body balance.

Once he understood why I was going to treat his entire body,
I asked him to lie face down on the table. My assessment

of his body was done by careful observation, testing muscle
tension with my fingers and joint mobility as I applied the

therapy throughout the treatment. While Mr Lee was lying
face down, the only obvious misalignment was that his left

leg was ½cm shorter than the right, indicating that his left
hip muscles might have tightened up during the three years

of knee and Achilles pain. By releasing his left hip and buttock muscles with a few targeted firm moves, his tight ankle

released to almost a full range of motion. Within a couple of

minutes his left hip had readjusted, with the result that both
legs were equal lengths.

By that time, less than ten minutes, Mr Lee had almost
fallen asleep and needed a gentle tap on the shoulder to ask
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him to turn over onto his back. He went back to snoozing

as I released some of the core muscles by applying light

pressure at particular points. He was hardly aware of me

treating his legs, knees and ankles. By that point Mr Lee

was in a deep sleep, so I let him be and did my paperwork.
Finally I fetched him a glass of water before waking him up
and getting him to sit.

Mr Lee’s face looked slightly pale and he told me that he
felt giddy. I let him have the glass of water and asked him to

rest as I explained that relaxed muscle contractions due to
the treatment sometimes made the diastolic blood pressure

drop for a few seconds. Soon he was ready to stand and walk

around the room to reactivate and reorient his mind and

body to their natural healthy state. He walked with such

ease and full left ankle mobility. When he finally sat down,
he said that he was amazed how such a gentle touch could
make him feel recharged.

Any improvement of his knee pain would only be tested

and identified when Mr Lee went back to his daily physical

activities. We scheduled a second session in four days and
discussed the aftercare recommendations. My advice was
to let his knee rest for at least twenty-four hours before
attempting any exercises.
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Four days later, Mr Lee walked into the clinic with confidence. He announced that he had forgotten to mention
he used to get knee pain when driving and walking up the

stairs, but since the first session these symptoms hadn’t

returned. He was very pleased about the improvements and

couldn’t wait to start testing his knee and Achilles tendon
by running, good news for both of us. He had followed my
advice to let the treatment settle and heal before attempt-

ing to put any strain on the joint, muscles and ligaments,
a sensible decision in order to avoid delaying the effective
recovery. Mr Lee was very keen on having the issue solved

and determined to maintain a long-lasting pain free result,
so we opted for two more treatments, after which he would

probably be able to return to his physically demanding job
and outdoor activities.

Three days after the third session, Mr Lee phoned, excitingly

expressing his sincere gratitude. He had already returned
to actively participating in training his cadets in their often

physically challenging drills. The frustration of just standing
shouting orders was gone; he felt like he was back in the game
as general of the command. His knee and Achilles tendon

were both pain free, even after lengthy running, cycling and

football playing, and he couldn’t wait to take his family on a
long trekking holiday in the mountains in two months.
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Post-surgery Knee Reconstruction
During a treatment session with one of my regular clients,
Mrs Hoffmann, she asked me if I treated post-surgery cases.
The daughter of her good friend was suffering from phys-

ical disability after a traumatic accident, and if I did, Mrs
Hoffmann would like to advise her to see me.

Two days later I got a call from Mrs Madison asking for
an appointment the following day after school hours for
her daughter, Jennifer. She gave me no medical history or
information over the phone so I didn’t know the severity of
the presented problem.

Mrs Madison, a polite and joyful woman in her mid-for-

ties, accompanied her fifteen-year-old daughter to my
clinic. Jennifer was still dressed in her school uniform: long

loose-fitting grey trousers, white polo shirt and white canvas
trainers, and was a characteristically healthy young girl
except that she walked with the aid of two crutches. She
could bear minimal weight on her right foot and her body
was tilted forward from having to lean on the crutches.
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Jennifer was polite but very quiet. She let her mother do the
registration and most of the talking while she listened, sitting

on the table with an almost detached air. Mrs Madison told

me that Jennifer had had a trampoline accident ten months

ago and had suffered severe left knee dislocation, tendon

and ligament tear and artery damage, followed by multiple
knee surgeries over many months. The rehabilitation had

been long and was still ongoing, with several periods of

hospitalisation, immobilisation and physiotherapy sessions.
This had totally changed Jennifer’s active lifestyle into that
of a passive observer.

When I first saw Jennifer she had just undergone general
anaesthetic to mobilise her knee, resulting in increased

flexibility from 94 to 130 degrees, and she was attending

physiotherapy sessions three times weekly to maintain and
hopefully gain more mobility. It had proved to be difficult as

her knee muscles kept contracting into 122 degree flexion

with minus 10 degree knee extension, and her very tight
Achilles tendon allowed only limited ankle mobility. This all
made full weight bearing impossible, giving her no choice
but to use crutches.

Before considering any assessment, I asked both Mrs
Madison and Jennifer to what extent they expected the

problem to improve through my therapy to ensure that I
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could deliver a realistic outcome. All they wanted was help

to release some of the muscle tightness to improve Jennifer’s

body balance, thereby regaining her physical strength. I told
them that I believed I would be able to release the muscle

groups around the knee and ankle with the result of less
painful and easier mobility for Jennifer.

Being a mother of three children, I could almost feel the
hurt and despair this terrible accident had caused Jennifer

and how devastating it must be for her parents and family
to witness her physical and emotional trauma. Jennifer’s life

had been transformed from a popular and highly recognised
touch rugby player and cross-country runner to being sur-

rounded by medical professionals, constant therapy sessions
and a sad passive observer of her beloved sports.

After they agreed that my therapy would be an extra sup-

port to supplement her scheduled physiotherapy sessions
and upcoming surgery to replace her left anterior cruciate

ligament, I then turned my attention to Jennifer. I was

determined to be a physical, emotional and mental support

for her as long as she wanted, and since that day we have
shared many heartfelt moments together.

Without hesitation Jennifer showed me her left leg, presenting upper muscle atrophy, multiple long reddish scar
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growth and severe knee swelling concealing the actual joint
and patella. There was no need to assess her active range of
motion as she knew the degrees off by heart. As she lay on

the table with a pillow under her knees, it became apparent
that her tight Achilles tendon was pulling her foot into a
slight dropping position.

They had sought my help for a physical improvement in

Jennifer’s knee and ankle mobility. I therefore decided to
spend the first treatment session on a result based therapy to

bring a noticeable positive change in the range of motion of
her knee and ankle. Hopefully this would make Jennifer feel

more optimistic. Without any muscle manipulation of her

left leg, I applied only very light finger pressure at specific
points around her upper leg, knee, popliteal, calf and ankle

to facilitate a gentle muscle release and enhance a lymphatic
drainage of the knee swelling.

Considering the case history, I let her mother stay in the
treatment room to comfort and support Jennifer, and also

to observe the therapy approach and witness the end result.
The session, lasting only about fifteen minutes, was com-

pleted almost in silence. Jennifer turned her head to the side,
looking at the white walls. She was obviously tired after a
long day at school and spending many afternoons with

health practitioners, so I let her be, respecting her need for
rest and privacy.
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As I stepped away from the table, Jennifer turned her head
and looked me in the eyes, eagerly asking if she was done. I

said yes and encouraged her to bend and stretch her knee a

couple of times to the maximum within her comfort zone.
That got her full attention. She exclaimed that both her knee

and ankle joints felt much looser and easier to move. She sat

up with a newfound energy. Not only had we increased her
knee flexion by 6 degrees, but also some of the swelling had

subsided around her knee joint. She happily got down from
the table, reached out for her crutches and walked around
with a big smile on her face, asking when she had to come
back for the next session.

Jennifer came whenever time allowed in between her three

weekly physiotherapy sessions, doctor’s appointments, sur-

geries and school commitments. My treatment was in no
way able to stand on its own, but it became a positive com-

plementary factor during her long-term recovery process.
Besides focusing on releasing the muscles and lymphatic

drainage, I started treating the scar growth and found a

South African oil that helped improve the rigid tissue and

uneven skin tone. Her trust in me persuaded her to open up
about many of her personal thoughts, the change of lifestyle
she had gone through and her wishes and dreams for the
future.
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Soon Jennifer was coming unaccompanied to the sessions,
walking through the door either energetically or quietly,
depending on how her day had been. She found refuge in

having a place that allowed her just to be. Sometimes she

would receive the treatment in silence, enjoying a wellneeded rest after a long day at school, and sometimes she
would happily engage in her own personal style of humour.

Within the year that I was seeing Jennifer, she went from
being totally dependent on crutches and having limited knee
and ankle mobility, large joint swelling and severe scar tissue

to walking totally independently and moderate running on
a treadmill. Her will and perseverance were unquestionably
two of the main factors in the positive outcome of her healing process.

During her many sessions with me she often talked about
her desire to own a pair of beautiful high heeled shoes. Not
only did she become the proud owner of a lovely pair a few

months ago, but she was able to wear them for her graduation gala party.
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Tenosynovitis Of Foot Tendon
Mrs Zahid, a short, elegant and kind woman in her
mid-forties, came to my clinic for the first time dressed in a

beautiful, traditional and colourful Indian blouse, black silk

trousers and dark brown leather sandals. I welcomed her
with my usual handshake and asked her to follow me to

the treatment room, which was when I noticed her walking

with uncomfortable, almost limping, steps towards the chair.
After filling in the registration form, she told me that she
had been suffering for two months from right lateral foot
tenosynovitis, an inflammation of the lining of the sheath
that surrounds a tendon.

The problem occurred when she was busy organising and

preparing for her daughter’s move to university in India, and
for her own upcoming move to Hong Kong. The constant
pain when walking and throbbing sensation at rest made her

finally seek a general practitioner, and she was given pain
medication and a one week course of antibiotics to reduce

the symptoms. Unfortunately the medication did not solve
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the problem, so she was given another week of antibiotics
and anti-inflammatory tablets for twelve days.

The medication did eliminate the symptoms in the given
time, but they returned in full as soon as she stopped taking
it. She was now willing to try alternative routes in the hope

of avoiding more medication and getting the cause of the
symptoms solved once and for all.

On examination, I noticed that the skin on the lateral side of

her right foot was reddish, warm and swollen compared to

her left foot, indicating inflammation of one or more of the
tendons. I was hesitant about promising too much and honestly told Mrs Zahid that I couldn’t guarantee a complete
solution, but I was willing to give her one treatment session
to let the outcome indicate the value of continuing.

We both agreed to proceed with the one session and I asked

her to lie supine on the table, placing a soft pillow under her
knees and making her comfortable and relaxed. Knowing
that she had been compromising her gait for more than two

months by putting more weight onto her left leg, I decided

to release and rebalance the main core and pelvic muscles to

ensure body alignment before attending to her legs and feet.
I placed a cold pack on Mrs Zahid’s right lateral foot to
reduce the swelling and heat while I proceeded, with only
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the use of light finger pressure at specific points, to facilitate
a gentle release of muscles and underlying tissues as well

as lymphatic vessels. A nice relaxing treatment allowed us
to talk more about her daily life, habits and concerns about

moving to a new country and having to start all over again,
finding a new home and meeting new people, with her
present pain.

In less than twenty minutes it was time for Mrs Zahid to get

down from the table. I offered her a glass of water and asked
her to place both feet on the floor before standing to ensure

even weight bearing. At first she was hesitant about bearing

her weight on both feet, but as she walked she slowly realised

that some of the discomfort in her left foot had subsided.
That caught her attention and she kept walking around the
room, testing the result. Finally she sat down, claiming that
she was feeling almost 80% pain relief.

We noticed that her swelling had decreased by almost 50%

and her skin looked less reddish. She was astounded, but also
very concerned about the long-lasting effects and wanted to

know what she could do to help the recovery. I explained
that she would benefit from a few more sessions to heal the

cause and in the meantime she could follow a few simple
recommendations.
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I brought in her leather sandals to demonstrate how shoes

without back strapping forced the toes into constant flexion,
creating tendon irritation. My recommendations were for

her to wear enclosed or back strapped shoes with a soft,
flexible rubber sole to allow support and foot mobility, and
to use indoor shoes when walking on a hard surface like
marble flooring. Last, but not least, I advised her to use a

cool pack on the inflamed area three times a day to reduce
swelling, heat and inflammation.

The moment Mrs Zahid walked in the door for her second

visit, wearing new enclosed shoes, I noticed a positive change.
Not only did she enter the room with energetic steps, but

also she had a newfound optimistic attitude. She happily
told me that she had followed my suggestions and the pain
and discomfort had reduced by a total of 50%.

After two more sessions of light finger pressure at partic-

ular points of the lower extremities, releasing muscles and
addressing underlying tissues, we managed to eliminate all
swelling and pain. She still felt a slight discomfort when
walking without shoes on hard floors, reminding her at all
times to wear indoor slippers.

I couldn’t be sure if a fourth treatment was needed to elim-

inate the last bit of discomfort as we didn’t have enough
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time to wait for the outcome of the third treatment. Mrs

Zahid was scheduled to leave for Hong Kong in just two
days. Therefore it was a great pleasure to receive a message
from her as she walked around the departure lounge at

Singapore Airport, excitingly telling me that she’d had her
first completely pain free day in more than three months.
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W HAT N E X T ?
After reading this book, you might feel inspired to:

• Read my first book, The Mother And The Therapist
• Learn more about my therapy
• Keep in touch

• Be updated on new products and events
• Have a question answered
• Book an appointment
Please visit my website:

www.elsevistisentherapy.com

LinkedIn: Else Strom Vistisen

Facebook: Else Vistisen Therapy
Twitter: Else Strom Vistisen

The reality is that a pain free life is just one connection away.
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